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relief fund is REPUBLICANS J-- wont is PROGRESSIVE - DEMOCRATICSEARCH FOR BODIES
OCCUPIES WORKERS IN
ALL FLOOD DISTRICTS
SCHOOL BOARD TICKET
DISCUSS PROBLEMS
H. H. DORMAN FAVORS FIRE ESCAPES; MARCELINO GARCIA, BUSINESS
METHODS WITHOUT POLITICS OR RELIGION MIXED; DR. C. 0. HARRI-
SON ASKS FOR A PRACTICAL TRAINING FOR THIS AGE
DEATH LISTS IN VARIOUS TOWNS INUNDATED DURING THE PAST WEEK!
WILL NOT REACH HIGH FIGURE FORECAST, IS THE GENERAL BELIEF.-STA- TE
TROOPS FIRE ON LOOTERS, ANDJNE HUMAN GHOUL IS KILLED
MRS. MAYES YEARNS TO SEE A
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL IN SANTA FE
RELIEF FUNDS ARE POURING IN
FROM ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
GROWING STEADILY!
NEW MEXICAN AT TWO O'CLOCK
THIS AFTERNOON HAD RECEIVED
OVER $250 FOR FLOOD FUFFERERS
AND WILL FORWARD MONEY TO- -
NIGHT.
The relief fund lit the office of the
Daily New Mexican is growing hourly
land at 2 o'clock tliiH afternoon inure
than $250 had been received for the
jaltl of sufferers from the terrible
floods In Ohio ami Indiana. The
money will be sent tonight to the re-
lief committee at Columbus, Ohio,
where Governor Cox has requested all
contributions to be sent promptly.
Those who desire to contribute to
this fund must have their contribu-
tions tit the New Mexican ofiice by
six o'clock this evening at which hour
the fund will be closed so far as this
newspaper Is concerned because all
funds received up to that hour will
be forwarded tonight. The Woman's
Hoard of Trade of Santa Fe sent a
contribution of $25 to the fund today
and announced that it would continue
to receive clothing and other supplies
until noon Monday at which time It
would send forward its collections to
the relief committee at Columbus.
Following are the contributors to
the fund at the office of this news-
paper:
Bronson M. Cutting . $20
J, W. Norment . , 10
"Dr. Harrouu
Cash 5
I. O. O. F 10
Rev. liabst 5
If. Essinger '. . 5
F. Siecner
KXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X THE CITIZENS' TICKET X'Xnames and addresses are being sent(rut by the News association and these
lists, the committee declares must, in FOR CITY SCHOOL POARD. XTerm
X Mrs. Jacob Weltmcr, ( Prog.)
Ward :;. N
Mrs. Joint W. Mays, (l)em.)
Ward :i.
X Marcelino (iarcla, (Hem.)
Ward 2.
Term X
xix
XjX
v
XX
XX
x'v
x!x
A
xix
XX
Harry it. Donnan, (Prog.)
Ward 1.
Dr. C. O. Harriso (l)em.)
Ward 4.
X ,X
x!x
X X X X X X X X X X X X XX
NAME TICKET
TONIGHT
-
CONVENTION WILL 8E HELD AT
COURT HOUSE AN3 THERE WILL
BE MANY DELEGATES Of BOTH
SEXES. :
TWO WOMEN LIKELY
TO BE NOMINATED
x x x". x x x x x X
IN PROBABLE TICKET OF X
THE REPUBLICANS. X
Mrs. A. M. Bergere. x
Mrs. E C. Abbott or Mrs. H. X
.1. Palen. X
K. P. Davles. ' X
.lose Sena. X
Frank Oormley. X
x x x x x x x x x x x X X
The above Is the ticket "most talk- -
ed" about in Republican circles to-
day, as far as could be ascertained.
At :'.'M o'clock tonight the Repub-
licans will meet in convention at the
county court house to name it. or
some other. XT. S. Senator T. 1!. Cat-
ron will preside and Frank P, St.ur-ge- s
will bo secretary.
Primaries were held by the CI. O. P.
in the four wards of tlie city last
night and in one ward only ward No.
1 were there instructions to dele-
gates. These instructions required
the delegates to vote for J. D. Sena
and Frank F. Uormley "and two wom-
en." In the other wards the senti- -
is running high. As one man put it:
"This Impending election eclipses any
other ever held In Santa Fe, affecting
the affairs of the city, county, state
or nation. The reason is plain: the
ladies are delegates.
"I feel so nervous over it all that I
think I shall never be a delegate
again," said a Republican lady last
night, Her friends twitted her again
and again during the dance.
Whether there will be any stam-
peding of the convention tonight, re-
mains to be seen. If the Republicans
work mechanically as one of tho Dem-
ocratic orators declined the other
night, perhaps it , u. sto niy
scene will bo witnessed.'
These are the delegates who will
put a ticket up tonight:
WARD 1.
(One-hal- f vote each.)
Gregorio Rael, Jose D. Sena, Mrs.
Frank Andrews, Mrs. E. R. Wright,
Mrs. A. J. Chapman, Miss Conrad,
Mrs. Deluvina Gutierrez, Mrs. JosefaL
It seems generally conceded that S
the Democratic-Progressiv- e school's
the circumstances, suffice.
Beautiful weather today rendered
much more endurable the condition
cf the thousands of homeless. Food
is being distributed expeditiously, but
iv is impossible, however, to provide j
nilk for the thousands of babies in
this city, including scores born since
the flood came.
In a statement Issued by the Cif-- !
zens Relief committee today, it was
declared that no further contributions
of cast off clothing would be accepted
because of the fear by this means
some epidemic might be brought here.
Committees in charge of policing and
receiving donations In all cities are
i rged to refuse old clothing, no mat
iter whence it comes, as it would ba
refused at Dayton, and only burden
the transportation facilities.
Foodstuffs, and particularly bread,
are wanted. There are few ovens ard
these only in private homes out-
side the flooded district in operation
here.
FLOOD BULLETINS.
Washington, D. C., March 29,
Here is today's special flood bulletin
issued by the weather bureau:
"The stage of the Ohio river at
Pittsburgh Saturday morning was
24.6 feet, a fall of 5.6 feet since Friday
morning. Reports from the stretch
between Pittsburgh and Parkersburg
are missing.
"At Cincinnati the morning stage
was 66 feet, 16 feet above the flood
Estimates of the number of persons
who perished In the Ohio and Indiana
floods still differ widely early todas,
especially at Dayton.
Money and supplies are pouring in
from practically every part of North
America, including Canada and Alas-
ka. Even the far away island posses-
sion of Hawaii has made a substantial
contribution.
Governor Cox said he had received
ccntributions amounting to $1,000,000
in money and that every hour brings
additional aid.
The latest estimate of dead in var-
ious cities of Ohio and Indiana fol-
lows: " ,
..Ohio, Dayton, 150; Miasburg, 50;
Hamilton, 75; Piqua, 50; Columbus,
PO; Tin, 18; Chillicothe, 18; Middle-town- ,
14; Fremont, 14; Massillon, 5;
Troy, 9; Zanesville, 4; Harrison,. 12;
Valley Junction, 6; Cleves, 2. Indiana:
Peru, 20; Brookville, 16; Fort Wayne,
f ; Terre Haute, 4.
- The work of the searching parties
at work in the flooded Scioto flood
district today increased the list of
bodies recovered from the water to
fifty-six- . The water was subsiding
rapidly and the work of rescue waa
thus made easier.
The military authorities allowed
hundreds to return to their homes in
the flooded area to make repairs anj
clean up their houses. The health
authorities took charge of the cleaning
up process.
A looter was shot and killed early
today on the West Side. The shot is
said to have been fired by a private
of the Marysvllle company. The loot-
er's body dropped into the water ard
vas not recovered. Many shots were
fired at looters by state troops on
guard during the early morning.
IN DAYTQN.
Dayton, Ohio. March',29. Citizens
of yay.On swarmed bvtr the central
part of the city today, for the first
time since Tuesday morning, when
the flood rushed over the town. Th
Sisters of Charity 5'J that two w"omen should go on the tick-Joh- n
II. Walker 1 was voiced.
Cash B: Now that the last of the eonveu- -
Cash Bltions is about to be held, excitement
board ticket will try the Republicans'
mettle, H is generally regarded as a
ticket to commend itself for "edlcien- -
ey.
The New Mexican told some of the
qualifications of .Mrs. Jacob Weltmer
yesterday. It was admitted in all cir-
cles today that it would be hard to
find a candidate of superior qualifica-
tions for the pobt of school director.
A few words concerning the othef
members of the ticket:
H. H. DORMAN.
There is Harry II. Dorman. He
would lend practical strength to the
board for he is eminently a practical
man and as such has been a success
Santa Fe. Sir. Dorman lias exten
sive propeny nere turn lie is Him-i-it-i.-t
interested in the advancement of thej
citv. But he is not a real estate in- -(!., " lie loves the citv nractical
rather than the citv beautiful; he
wishes to see the city forge ahead
,
-
..
a good place to live anu a couuoi
able one as well. He has become the
mainstay of the Chamber of Com-ttierc- e
aud has just been nominated as
Its iie.u' president, lie is popular with
hia fellow-me- and has just been elect-le- d
secretary of the Santa Fe club. He
respected and trusted by tho citi-
zens of Santa Fe and has just been
nominated for the school board.
Mr. Dorman should take an inter-
est in tho advancement of the schools
for he has a daughter attending
school here and another daughter who
will attend when she becomes old
enough.
Asked his views as to the needs of
the schools which needs he might
assist as a school director, if elected
Mr. Dorman said: "I am a great be-
liever in popular education. I recog
nize the value of an able corps of
stage, and a further rise of about two!prof
SERIOUSLY ILL
SON IN LAW IS SAID TO HAVE AD-- !
MITTED THAT AMERICAN CROESUS ;
HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO LEAVE j
HOTEL SINCE EASTER. i
' London, March 29. An unconfirmed
'dispatch from Rome to the Exchang?
Telegraph company, says:
"Herbert .. Satlerlee son-in-la- of
,.. I'ierpont Morgan, admitted toda.
,'tlmt Mr. Morgan had not left his hotel
since Knster Sunday, when he boeal'''3
ill! during church service and was
'fcreed to return immediately to h's
hotel. He is taking u complete resl
under the instructions of his doo-'tors- .
OMAHA BUILDING
IN STORM'S PATH
iX
Omaha, Neb., March 2n.--T- work :X
of clearing away the wreckage of last
Sunday's tornado is going rapidly for- - IX
ward and repairs are being made on jX
hundreds of the less damaged build - iX
lugs.
By Monday, It is expected the re - jX
construction committee will have ma - iX
tared Its plans and secured sufficient
funds to start general restoration
work.
No bodies were found today in the
wreckage handled and all the In-
jured were reported improving. To-
morrow will see the last of the fun-
erals of those killed Sunday.
The buildings trade union have
adopted resolutions condemning any
attempt to raise the price of labor on
account of conditions.
Guards are still kept on duty, and
extra guards will be on duty tomor-
row on account of tho prospective
crowds of sightseers.
BULGARIAN TROOPS
ARE NEAR HOLY CITY
London. March 29. The Bulgarian
troops pierced the Tehatalja lines In
the neighborhood of Lake Derkos on
the Black Sea today and are pushiiu;
forward victoriously on Constantinople
according to a Central News dispatch
from Sofia. in
ANOTHER LOAN
FOR CHINA NOW
as
AMERICAN BANKERS ARE WILLING TO
ADVANCE THE MONEY PROVIDED THEY
ARE ASSOREO HEW POLICY WILL
PREVAIL
is
Washington, D. C, March 29.
President Wilson learned today that
an American financial syndicate stood
000 and would later negotiate a long
term loan up to $100,000,000 or what-
ever should be China's need. The
the syndicate has asked for assur-
ances that the United States govern-
ment would not participate in any-
way in the negotiations.
POLICY OF STATE
OF KANSAS CITY to
DISPLEASES COURT of
Kansas City, Mo., March 29. Cir-
cuit Judge Jos. A. Guthrie, in prepar-
ing
to
his decision, sentencing W. R. Nel'
son to a day in jail for contempt of
court, following the publication of an
article in Mr. Nelson's paper, the
Star, concerning a divorce base, went
outside tho return made by Mr. Nel-
son on the citation, according to the
judge's testimony on cross-examin-
tlon today at the hearing of the con- -
tempt case before C. C. Crow, commis-- j
sioner of the Missouri supreme court,
Judge Guthrie said he was in-- I
fluenced by "ottier facts" including an
"'' 7'',tlle citatlon- - and he con- :and
ceivea lO lie uie general iiunej ul un-- ! has
Star toward the courts."
he
XXXXXJSXXXX
INSTRUCTION TO VOTERS. ing
The law allows women to vote ers
at school elections.
All voters must be over 21
years old.
Each voter must have resided
in New Mexico 12 month; in the
county 90 days, and in the pre-
cinct HO days next preceding the X to
election.
Indians not paying taxes can--
not vote.
No registration required for
school election.
Each voter may select and vote so
for fivj members of the hoard of
education next Tuesday, April
1st.
Polls open at 9 a. m. and close
at 6 p. m.
nee
add
X one ticket and substitute it with
X any name on the other ticket. of
X You may use a sticker with
X name of your candidate and paste
X it over the name you scratch out.
XXXX$iXXX3( end
military announced that those whojina. The last advices from th:. nomt
,.ea(iy to flirnjHh the republic of China
8nort term joau 0f about $10,000,- -
CAUTION TO VOTERS
X ABOUT THE "TERMS."
While it is well understood
that the five persons with the
highest number of votes will be
elected, there is some misunder-
standing about the method of
counting these votes. Tho vote
is going to be counted for nomi- - V
nees according to the term and if
ballots are cast for a candidate
for a four year lerm and other
ballots cast for the same candi- -
date for a two yeur term, the bal- - S
lots will not be ADDED, but
will be listed separately. Great
care, therefore, should be had in
following the "terms'" outlined on X
the ticket. Three candidates will
be elected for four years each X
and two for two years each. Do
not split up the vote and try to
elect a man or a woman for a
four-yea-r as well us a two-yea- r X
term. X
.EXAMPLE: If a voter wishes X
to scratch the Republican ticket, X
say, in favor of Mr. Dorman, let X
him or her paste tho sticker over X
a TWO year term as Mr. Dor-- X
man is running on tho Citizen's X
X ticket for a two year term. X
S X X X X X
school in Santa Fe. It was 20 years
ago today Dr. Harrison came to this
city. Discussing his candidacy ha
said:
"I believe the public schools are in-
tended for Hie plain people and the
course of study should be arrang
ed-
- !" m' opinion, that when a boy or
eirl "ehool ' h" will be
able to set nut with n in Tm-- .--- --
- -
-
lit-- and mathematics that will serve
to good purpose during the struggle
lor a living. I do not believe there- -
fere in needles or focJlshnrss i!4
this curriculiim--jiis- t a plain, common
sense way of handling the school
problem. There is a lot of philosophy
in the Three R's.
"As regards the kind of teachers I
would vote for I may say I believe
they should not only be qualified edu-
cationally, but also be men and women
of high principles and good moral- s-
teachers to set an example to the
younger generation."
MRS. J. W. MAYES.
The new Mexican opened the dis-
cussion of qualifications yesterday
with a brief history of Mrs. Weltmer's
work for schools in Santa Fe. It is but
proper to close with a few words
qualifications to recommend them.
Mrs. Mayes, first of all, is recom-
mended by a joint committee of the
Santa Fe Woman's club and the Wo-
man's Board of Trade. She has been
a teacher of tried experience. She
vas principal of a school in Folsom,
Union county, New Mexico. She
taught in Texas as well as In this
state and holds a first. grade certificate
in both states. She has taught
school in all the grades and Is there-
fore thorougly familiar with the prob-
lems which must confront the teache
and pupil and incidentally the school
directors who have to advise them,
Mrs. Mayes speaks Spanish fluently
and enjoys a wide acquaintance In
Santa Fe. She has children going to
school in this city,
Discussing the problems she sees
confronting the new school board to
be elected Tuesday Mrs. Mayes said
todav:
"If I have a hobby it is vocational
education. This kind of education has
been carried on here in a small way
in the domestic science and manual
training departments, but I hope tn
see the day when there will be a voca-
tional school in Santa Fe to fit pupils
for the work to which they are called.
I think a great step would be taken
if this were done. If elected I shall
do all In my power to further this
Idea of vocational education."
YOUNG MAN CHARGED
WITH TERRIBLE CRIMES.
Quincy, 111., March 29. Addressing
the jury completed today to try Roy
Pfanschmidt, District Attorney Wolfe
charged that the killing of Charles
A. Pfanschmidt, his wife and daught- -
Mrs Arthur Weeks 2
Dr. J. M. Diaz fi
J G, Schumann 10
Mrs. Hurt
Cash 1
H. W. W.
Cash
Paul Wunschmann
Employes in State Engineer's of-
fice
Woman' Board of Trade 2
G. Volney Howard
Wood
Cash
Cash
F ,1. La van
Mrs. G. B. Pap
JlainmM '........
M. A. Otero t.
Sophie Franz 2
BANK; CASHIER
IS SHOT DEAD
BY BANDIT
BARNES, KANSAS, IS SCENE OF
HOLD-U- P IN WHICH BAD MAN
RUNS ABOUT A BLOCK AND IS
SHOT DEAD BY CITIZENS.
HE HAD $600 IN
BAG WHEN HE FELL
Barnes," Kans;, March 29. Robert
I. Brown, cashier of the Barnes State
bank, was shot and killed by a man
who had robbed the institution. Later
a posse of citizens shot the robber to
death as he was trying to escape
town. Brown met death, when or-
dered to throw up his hands, he grab-
bed a revolver and fired at the rob-
ber. Brown was at the counter count-ins- :
monev when he was confronted
by a masked man, pointing two re--
volvers at him.
"Put 'em up," was the robber's j
command.
Brown, instead ducked, reached in-- ;
to a drawer ,got his revolver and had
emptied it without effect in the rob -
teachers if our children are to be about the other woman on the ticket
given the education we expect thenvj Mrs. J. V. Mayes. There has been
receive; I see also the importance j a cry for women on the school board
keeping out all elements which and that cry is answered by the Dera-sha- ll
disturb the working efficiency oflocrats and Progressives with the nom-teach-
and pupil. There ars certain i ination of two ladies who are well
crying needs, too, that I should like known in this city and wh have many
reet is expected. Present indications
at Cincinnati point to a somewhat
lower crest stage than first reported,
about 68 feet, rather than near 70
feet.
"At Louisville, the morning stage Is
41.1 feet, 13 feet above the flood stage.
A further rise is expected.
t "Reports from Evansville ar miu.
indicated that the lowlands are inun
dated. j
"The Cairo stage this morning was!
49.1 feet, 4.1 feet above the flood i
stage. The river at that point will
rise more slowly for the next few
'
days. The flood situation in the lower
Mississippi remains unchanged,"
LOWER VALLEYS ARE
BEING FLOODED TODAY, j
Indianapolis, Ind., March 29. Final
recession of the flood waters in Indi-
ana today is expected to lift the veil
that has covered so closely whatever
loss of life has occurred in the flood-
ed cities in the Wabash and White
river valleys. Meanwhile the flood
ci est, sweeping down toward the Ohio,
is spreading wide destruction in the
southern valleys of the rivers and
along the Ohio.
Sixteen bodies have been recover-- !
ed in Brookville, twenty are known to
be dead in Peru, but search of all j
West Indianapolis thus far has failed j
lo establish any drownings. j
Several small fire in West Indianap- - j
o!is last night destroyed or damaged
a number of homes, fire companies
falling to get any water from the city
mains.
Dayton, Ohio, March 29. Though a i
search of the flooded districts here in-- !
j dicated that the loss of life in Dayton
will be not more than 150 to 200, at a
meeting of the undertakers, it waB an-
nounced that a consensus of their
opinion put the total dead at 800.
These estimates were based on gen-
eral conditions, and Dayton citizens
today renewed efforts to explore every
recess of the city Jo ascertain if their
reckoning was correct. Large rescue
parties went out today to succor the
sufferers and recover the dead.
The sewerage, gas and wire com-
munication systems, have been de-
stroyed. Thousands of dead animals
are lying about the streets. Two fer
tilizer firms began today to gather
these animals.
The relief committee has sent out
an urgent appeal to people not to
dump refuse in the streets, but to dig
cess pools, wherever possible. The
sewerage system cannot be used for
weeks and it will be necessary to do
without for some time.
Efforts were made today to clear
away debris in sections first cleared of
flood water, and it was feared bodies
might be found In these masses of
wreckage.
With well organized crews doingflils work, others took food to persons
still marooned in Rlverdale and North
Dayton. It was believed, however,
that by nightfall, most of these people
could get out, so rapidly was the wa- -
(Continued on page four).
Rorrego, Miss Eugenia Manderfleld,
Mrs. Manuel B. Otero, Geo. W. Armijo,
Seferino Alarid, N. Salmon, Jose Ma.
Somoza, Feliciano Sena, Nicolas Sena,
F. F. Gormley, Ira L, Grimshaw, Elu-teri-
Ortega, Francisco Gutierrez, San-
tos Ortiz, Teolilo Sandoval, Luis M.
Moya, Manuel Baca y Campos, Jose
Griego, F. L, Frazier, Juan B. Moya,
Feliberto Johnson, Jose F. Gonzales,
Camilo Padilla y Garcia, and V. I.
Alarid.
WARD 2.
Marcelino A. Ortiz, Frank Owen,
Enrique Alarid, Celso Ortiz, Tomas
Romero, W. G. Sargent, Climaco Tru-jill-
Jose C. Sanchez, II. L. Ortiz,
Manuel Ortiz y Martinez, Romulo Lo-
pez, B. M. Read, Facundo Ortiz, Mrs.
E. C. Abbott, Mrs. Frank P. Sturges,
Mrs. T. Z. Winters, Mrs. J. W. Col-
lier, Mrs. It. F. Hall, Mrs. J. B. Read,
Mrs. Benjamin Hill and Emile t.
WARD 3.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere, Mrs. Celso Lo-
pez, Mrs. J. W. Akers, Mrs. Leo
Hersch, Mrs. Chas. Closson, Mrs.
Aniado Martinez, Mrs. Victoriano j
J. W. Akers, Dr. David Knapp,
T. B. Catron, Evaristo Duran, Ambro- -
sio Ortiz, John Shoemaker, Jose Mr. r'"
Garcia, Anastacio Montoya
WARD 4.
(One-hal- f vote each.)
jir8. prances Hinojos, Mrs. Jacobo
Chavez, Miss Ramona Baca, Mrs.
iLola C. Armijo, Mrs. J. M. Anaya, Miss
Stella Sloan, Mrs. M. H. Byrd, Mrs. .1.
Levi Hughes. X
j X
INDIANS TO BE X
TAUGHT BETTER X
FARM METHODS ;X:X
X
Washington, D. C . March 29.- An X
effort to improve the instructions in
farming which the Indians are re-j-
ceiving has been started by Acting X
would dare the mud and occasional
paths of flood in the hollows, might
cross the bridges from other parts cf
the city without official permission.
The fire loss in the center of the
city covers only four blocks, lying
within the district bounded by Jeffer-
son, St. Clair, Fourth and Second
streets.
The Western Union succeeded to-
day in establishing a telegraph office
In the Beckel house In the center of
the city and was immediately swamp-
ed with telegrams from persons de-
siring to assure friends and relatives
of their safety.
The sun was out, fire engines were
busy pumping water from basements
from the principal buildings and a
more optimistic spirit prevailed than
at any previous time since the torrent
of the Miami river rushed over the
city.
Food poured in from every quarter
by wagon, train and automobile.
Gangs of men were everywhere busy
with shovel and axe and pick, clearing
away the debris. It was hoped to
, have one pumping station working
within forty-eigh- t hours, which would
provide the hydrants with water in
case of fire. In the Becket house,
which was. at first supposed to have
been burned with heavy loss of life,
the water never reached the second
floor. The lobby however, like every
other building in the flooded district
was Inches deep with mud.
Nine Western Union operators
were marooned in their office for forty--
two hours. They subsisted on a
' barrel of cabbage which floated down
the alley at the side of the building.
Another refugee In this place was a
horse, which stood in the water for
twenty-fou- r hours and partook liber-
ally of .the cabbage.. Then, suddenly,
it bolted into the street and was
, drowned.
Secretary of War Garrison arrived
at Dayton this afternoon and at a
conference with John H. Patterson,
chairman of a committee of fifteen,
decided to order federal sanitary ex-
perts here. Absolute curfew regula-
tions are maintained and no one can'
be out after 6 o'clock.
Announcements were made by the
relief committee today that until con-
ditions become normal, no private
messages to persons here will be de-
livered or answered as the wire capa-
city is taxed to the utmost to carry
official and public business. The com- -
. mittee expressed the wish that peo-
ple throughout the country refrain
' from sending messages of inquiry con-
cerning the safety of relatives and
friends here, as such are futile.
It Is impossible to ascertain definite-
ly any Information concerning people
it: the flooded districts. As fast ns
bodies of dead are identified, the
see attended to at an early date.
One is, the installation of a lire-proo- f
staircase in the buildings and
outside. The lives of our chil-
dren and teachers are too precious to
brook delay in the erection of these
safety appliances, whose value is
recognized the world over. Santa Fe
wants no school tragedy which shall
leave a blotch on this fair city.
"If elected a school director I shall
work for these improvements."
MARCELINO GARCIA.
A man who has""s6rved " the city,
county and state in many a capacity
never found wanting; a man wlu :
resided here for so many years
that overy one knows him and what j
will do; a man who is a staunch
Democrat and who has a large follow- -
among the Spanish-speakin- vot-- ;
of Santa Fe' and 'also among the j
Anglo-Saxon-
"1 am but a plain man of plain.
simple views," said Mr. Garcia when
seen at his store this morning. "Ycu
may Bay this, however, as coming
from me: I am unalterably opposed
injection of either politics or relig-
ion into this school board or into the
public school business. I think the
wonders and intricacies of Hie Eng-
lish language should he taught ;n the
public schools and taught thoroughly
that pupils may come out 'vith a
good working knowledge of the tongue
they will use. I think every effort
should be made to promote tho ef-
ficiency of the schools and no po-
litical or religious consideration
should figure in the actions of the
school hoard."
DR. C. O. HARRISON.
If Dr. C. O, Harrison, also a nomi- -
bers direction before a bullet through j y Chavez, Mrs. J. A. Rolls, Mrs. L.
the head killed him. John Potter, as- - o. Moore, E. P. Davles, Will Salazar,
sistant cashier, appeared at the back j r, l. Baca, Marcos Rael, A. B. Rene-doo- r
and was met by two bullets from han, Edward Safford, Octavlano Ro-th- e
robber's revolver, neither of drieuez. Manuel B. Salazar, P. Lineau,
which struck him.
He then left the bank on the run.
dozens, alarmed by the sound of
shots, were in pursuit before he had
covered a block. Within three blocks
of the bank he fell before a volley
of bullets, still clutching the bag of
gold in his hand. He died within a
few minutes.
The robber could not be identified.
He apparently was about 35 years
old, and is believed to have been a
member of the Wymore gang of bank
robbers that has robbed a number of
banks along the Nebraska-Kansa- s line
within the last few years. Brown
was 40 years old. He leaves a widow
and three children.
The wound which killed the robber
there was only one found on his
tody was by a bullet fired, it is be-
lieved, by a boy, James
Clark, wto led the chase. ' It entered
the left side just below the heart.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Ab- - X Candidates for members of the1
bott, who has begun an investigation jX school board of education are se-t- o
ascertain just what results the;Xlected from the city at large,
various Indian teachers have beenjX You may, therefore, vote for five
getting. The reservations supervi-- 1 X without regrad to precinct,
sors are asked to recommend demo-- 1 X You may scratch any name on
on the ticket, if elected, he will j er, was deliberately planned by th
a new and Interesting "school in- - j son, who, driven to desperation for
eidenf' to his life. Dr. Harrison Is one tho need of money, would become the
ten children and seven of these j heir to the large Pfanschmidt estate,
children, including himself, were', Then to conceal his crime, the young
school teachers. The doctor taught J man also killed Miss Emma Kaem-scho-
for five years in Pennsylvania j pen, a guest of the house, according
both of his daughters have taught jto the district attorney.
tion for incompetent teachers. The
efficiency of the teaching force here-
after is to be measured by the pro-
duction of the school farms and their
ability to teach the Indian boy how
to raise first class crops.
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"I Fresh Eggs, 30c Per Doz.
I Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.
MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.
TRY OUR COOKING OIL.
WIN ER GROCERY CO.
PHOITE 40.
Your mouse
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL YOU MUST PAINT THE NEW HOUSE; YOU OUGHT TO PAINT THE
OLD ONE, IT PAYS BECAUSE IT 8AVES THE HOUSE.
YOU'LL ENJOY HOME MORE IF YOUR HOUSE IS NEWLY, BRIGHT-
LY PAINTED SO WILL YOUR WIFE AND FAMiLY.
WHAT'S THE USE OF LIVING UNLESS YOU LIVE?
OUR PAINTS "STICK" AND HOLD THEIR COLOR.
l WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt. j
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, g arden & field seeds in bulk and packages j
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe j
Phone 14. "IF ITS HARDWARE WE HAVE IT." Phone 14.
LEO HERSCH Phone Black45 LIGHT
Goal WoodI
The hats shown in the picture are a j
in tie larger than have been shown
en liier. They are for the young girl, j
The one in the center is of white
Panama and shows a little different j
t'imming from last year. It is bound
around the edge with brown velvet)
and has a pleating of the same velvet ;
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-
ODS,IN Electricity plays a most impo-
rtant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children, dood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
SAWED WOOD
DAWSON COAL
Domestic Lump Fancy Lump Fancy Egg
" BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double O J.
It behooves tbe girl to
have her head and feet dressed well
this spring, as hats, shoes and stock-
ings are to be the most Btriklng of the
season's fashions.
Low shoes are to be worn almost to
the exclusion of button boots this Bum-
mer and the French heel will be seen
in and out of season.
All sorts of eccentric ideas will he
Indulged in by tho girl who is quite
sure of the symmetry of her unde-
rpinningand probably by those who
aie not so happy.
More or less of the ankle is sure to
show. For this reasou many of the
most daring dressers are wearing
anklets with their Batin slippers.
Given a slender ankle, a beautiful
evening dress, this is a rather pretty
fashion.
There Is a new stocking on the mar-
ket that looks as though it were made
cf fish net, but it is much prettier in
the stores than when worn. This
stocking is Illustrated in the center of
out. Don't bind your ankle in sandtl
fashion with colored ribbon as Is il-
lustrated at the left. It is sure to be
ugly.
ribbon about the crown.
The style of the black hat is en-
tirely in the way in which the white
paradise feather is put on. The hat
at the right is of leghorn, with a band
of American beauty ribbon and an
American beauty rose in the front.
POWERWoman's Clubs believes in progressand education, we endorse industrialand vocational education and recom-mend that special work be done alongthe lines of literature and library ex-
tension, as advocated by the legisla-
tive committee.
Resolved, that it is the desire of
THE reliableVcnnnvc ELECTRICIAN,
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
- OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS. '
Have Your House Wired While You Can
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
IS QUITE SO CONVENN' IENT to touch the button andyour stove is ready to cook yourthe federation clubs in New Mexicothat under the now law whewfbywomen can hold appointive offices inNew Mexico, that we urge that wo-
men be appointed on the boards of all
state institutions.
Owing to Miss Julia Lathrops years
of experience in, and knowledge of
southern women she is noted for her
hospitality. Those present were Mes
dames Burrow, Corrlck, Rolls, Vic
Roy, Kegel, Weltmer, Haywood, Frank
Andrews, Von N'yvenheim, Newhall,
Davies, Woodruff, Wood, Wheelon,
I' E. Andrews, Miss Cora Haywood
and Miss Marion Burroughs.
WOMAN'S CLUB.
The club met in regular business
session on Friday at 10 a. m., this
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
(Editors Note Notices for this cal-
endar should arrive at the office of the
New Mexican not later than Friday
evening.)
March 31, Monday Lecture at Old
Palace followed by reception in hon-
or of Prof. Hill-Tou- t.
April 5, Saturday Comis opera,
"The Slreti" with Donald Briau, at
Elks' theater.
child welfare . work, he it resolvedPhone 223 J.Percolators , Grills,
Irons, Etc.
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
that the State Federation of Wo-
man's Clubs in New Mexico reauestApril 10, Thursday Meeting of j being the annual meeting for the
Art and Literature Department of ration of officers for the ensuing that she be retained as head of the na
year, the election to be held two
weeks hence.
The present officers were all nomi
nated unanimously, by acclamation,
the only change being in the position
of corresponding secretary, held by
Mrs. J. W. Giddings, who felt com-
pelled to decline a on ao
tional children's bureau. (A special
resolution, copies of which are to he
sent to the president of the United
States and to Secretary Wilson of the
department of labor.)
Resolved that this federation adopt
the "Council Hres" as the official
state organ of the federation,
Resolved, that each club use its
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
the Santa Fe Woman's Club.
"SWEET 16" PARTY.
Miss Evelyn McBride celebrated her
sixteenth birthday this week by giv-
ing a pary to a score of her young
friends. The affair was given at Miss
McBride's home on Chapelle street.
RECEPTION.
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Mus-
eum of New Mexico will hold a recep
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
EDAM CANT A PC To Bl Paso' Blabee Dou,as and
rlVuJIl JAH li PC all points in New Mexico, Ari-
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
count of lack of time to devote to
best effort towards securing adverofficial duties.
The meeting was enthusiastic and
harmonious, and the spontaneous ae
tisements, or otherwise financing
"Council Fires." That an advisorv ntion at the Palace of the Governors CAPITAL COAL YARDboard be appointed by the presidenton Monday evening, March 31st, imme- - j tion in the of the pres- - to with the editors. This
board will have no power to impose
any financial obligations on Indus-
trial clubs.
Resolved, that the State Federation
diately after the free lecture by Pro- - cnt officers was evidence of the club's
fessor Charles Hill-Tou- t of Vancou- - j satisfaction in the work accomplished
ver, B. C. The public is cordially in-- by them.
vited to attend both the lecture and The nominations are as follows-reception- ,
the latter will be in honor j President, Mrs. L. C. Collins; first
of Professor Till-Tou- t. vice president. Miss Massie; second
rANPIDMATIAN fAAV !vlce Presldent' Mrs- - R- - F- - Asplund;vUlirllWirl I IU11 UtlT. recording secretary, Mrs. Karl Green:
Corrine Isabel, the baby daughter of corresponding secretary, Mrs. "W. G.
Mr. and Mrs. William Arrighi, was on Hoover; treasurer. Mrs Kate Hall.
The yjV EastBest wfliiiiicijgi or of Woman's Clubs put themselves on PHONE 85 MAIN.oal M?SfCTAiL WoodSWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOODCERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOODSTEAM COAL CORD WOODANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
record to incorporate in their literary
work tiie study of the Bible as a lit-
erary classic and the foundation of all
law.
Resolved, that the individual delof the many little ones confirmed Sun- - The officers for the Art and Literary' West day at tiie Cathedral by Arcnmsnop department were as follows: ChairFitaval. In the evening a reception
BARTELDES- - 99
jvas held at the Arrighi home. Onohundred guests were in attendance.
The house was artistically decorated
Jwith ferns and flowers. Games and
dancing were indulged in. Professor
For Rates and Full lnformationrAddress
"FixitShop
man, Mrs. Pope; first director, Mrs.
Hewett; second director, Mrs. Addl'
son Hall.
Home and Child Welfare depart-
ment: Chairman, Miss Conrad; first
director, Mrs. S. G. Cartwright; sec-
ond director, Miss Jessie March.
Civic Department: Chairman, Mrs
.1. It. McFie; first director, Mrs. Welt-mer- ;
second director, Mrs. Kegel. Tha
clllh wna tlnnnrad in Vi a flalanffnn rt
EUGENE FOX, 0 F. & P. AOENT,EL PASO, TEXAS. Ramirez's orchestra furnished tho
music.
Western Seeds
For Western Planters
Once used Always used, Itnot
at your dealer, we will supply youdirect.
gates endeavor to stimulate an inter
est in music and art, in each club
represented, first, by forming a de-
partment; second, by organizing a
chorus, if practical; third, by adopt-
ing a practical outline of work;
fourth, by lectures on both subjects.
Recognizing the true worth of our
representative woman, Mrs. McDon-
ald, in her appreciation of club work
and thorough womanliness, as a fed-
eration we send her her our greetings.
Resolved, that no traveling ex-
penses shall be paid from the general
fund, except those of the president.(Amendment to Section 1, Article of
.)
Resolved, that a vote of aonrecia- -
A MUSICAL HIT.
At the entertainment given recent- -
For Repairing; of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
"GUNS, BICYCLE,
LOCK, KEY and
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
ly in Albuquerque by the Chicago Uni- - jMrs R F Agp,und ag recordlng 8ecGlee Santa Feversify club, a girl Our
I9IJ Catalorue Free,
OUR SPECIALTY DRY FARM-N- O
SEEDS.
retary of the state federation, andNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE Dthe delegates from Santa Fe were congave the "retort courteous" to theVarsity boys. It was Miss Mary Mc- - gratulated upon securing the nxtFie the talented daughter of Judge stato mectiug for thlB clty c THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
Box 1801, Dept. 4, DENVER, COL 128 Galisteo St Phone I09J
tion be extended to the "Delineator"
and Mr. William Hard for their ereat
who had the presence of mind to do
it. Says the Albuquerque Journal in
the account of the affair: "A feature
of the entertainment that was not on
the program occurred when the Chi-
cago U boys, spying a bunch of U.
help in getting better laws for wo
men and children.
Resolved, that the svmDathlB nf
this federation be extended to the suf-
ferers of the late disasters of flood
N. M. girls in the front row in the
parquet, sang a touching little ballad
'
entitled 'Girls, Girls, Girls.' The var
SANTA FE WINS IT.
Santa Fe ladies who went to the
Duke City have returned triumphant.
Why- - Because Santa Fe is to get the
convention of the New Mexico Feder-
ation of Women's Clubs in October.
And that is October 1913 and not 1914.
Another honor for Santa Fe is the
election of Mrs. Rupert F. Asplund of
this city as recording secretary. The
complete list of officers elected is as
follows:
President Mrs. W. J. Fugate, of Las
Vegas.
and cyclone.
Resolved, that the convention
learns with extreme sorrow of the
sity girls, taken by surprise, but still
game, rallied round the piano and led
by Miss Mary McFie, director of
music at the II. N. M., sang 'Smile,
Smile, Smile.'"
terrible accident and loss Mrs. G. W.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'Tbe West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Peco
Valley S.TOO feet above sealevel,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA L such as eannot be found
elsewhere in America. Four-
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern In every respect.
Regents
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated eata-- o
gne, address,
COL.JAS. W.WILLSON.Supt.
Spring is Here !
Why not have that
Upholstering Done
and Furniture Re-
paired?
We make Mission Furniture,
Shelving;, Counters, 5teplad-der- s,
and do all kinds
of repairing.J.F. RHOADS
NOVELTY WORKS.
X04 GkA.XiXS'X'XIO ST.
Tettp.oie 157 W. SANTA FE, N. M.
up
H
Young, delegate from Tularosa, has
sustained in being seriously burned
at the time of the loss of her home.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. & Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
January 28, 1913.
Department of the Interior,
Notice is hereby given that Filo-men-
Pino de Alarld, heir of Jose
de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. sL,
who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Home-
stead Entry No. 014579, for SW 1--4
SW 1-- See. 81. Twp. 12 N, and
N 2 NW 1-- SW 1-- 4 NW 1-- Section
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten-
tion to make five year proof, to es-
tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopes, of Leyla,
N. M., ABtoalo Vlllaaneva, AgoaUn
ftuOre Oallsteo. N. M .
lUMTtt pcaao.
Our sincere svniDathles extended.Mrs. C. E. Mason, of
BRIDGE PARTY.
One of the most enjoyable affairs
ol the season was the bridge party
given by Mrs. Ernest Taschek on
Resolved, that a vote of thanks beRoswell.
Recording secretary Mrs. Rupert
F. Asplund, of Santa Fe.
Corresponding secretary Mrs. F. L,
Myers, of Las Vegas.
j Wednesday afternoon in honor o(
Mrs. J. H. Burroughs of Steamboat
j Springs, Colorado. The tales were pre-
sented by Mrs. Taschek in beautiful
extended to the ladies of Albuquerque
and members of the Woman's club
and the Tuesday club, the Commer-
cial club, and the University of New
Mexico, for the delightful manner in
which they have entertained the state
federation. Also to the Albuquerque
press, and the Santa Fe railroad for
reduced rates.
Treasurer Mrs. D. A. Bittner, of
A note want ad costs vat a tvm,
cents aad brum wonderful results
warn ytfhUshed la tbe New Ifrrra,
Albuquerque.
Auditor Mrs. Carrie B. Porterfleld,
of Silver City.
The resolutions adopted by the
State Federation were as follows:
Whereas, the State Federation of
Faster designs. After a very pleas
ant afternoon of cards delicious re-
freshments were served, the colof
scheme of pink and white being car
ried out In every detail. Mrs. Ta
chek is from the south and like all (Continued on page seven).
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I ual training?
j Ji. Do you believe in playgrounds,
school gardens and supervised ath.-- j
letic contests?
j li. Do you believe iu medical in Denver & Rio Grande R. R. j
Stomach Weak?
Blood Bad?
Liver Lazy?Nervous ?
THY go along1 day after
day suffering when aid
is at hand so convenient and
at so little cost.
Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery
ENTER THE BIG
CONTEST AND WIN
VALUABLE PRIZE
spection of the schools and- - in the
physical as well as the mental educa-
tion of children?
' 7. Will you try to secure a proper
truant officer and see to it that every
child of compulsory school age at-
tends some public or other school in
SHORTEST LINE TO
I Denver, Colorade Springs !the city? -S. Will you mako ample provision
'for the proper education of all the
children of all the people in our pub--
lie: schools and by records and reports!
keep the public advised of actual
and Pueblo.NEW MEXICAN'S $5,000 CONTEST IS NOW ON -- NOMINATIONS ARE
ANO SUBSCRIPTIONS BEING RECEIVED DAILY BY EARLY I
aids digestion and purifies the blood. As a consequence both
the stomach and liver return to their normal and healthy condition.
Nervousness and biliousness soon disappear. The entire system
takes on new life.
For over forty years this famous old medicine
has "made good and nevermore so than today,
enjoying a greater sale fill over the world than
any other doctor's prescription.
For sale at all druggists in liquid or tablet form, or
you can send fifty 1c stamps for trial box. AddressDR. R. V. PIERCE, BUFFALO, N. Y.
BEGINNERS ENTER YOUR NAME AT ONCE.Ecnoof conditions with recommenda-
tions as to remedies when needed?
9. Will you seek the advice and co-
operation of parents and patrons with
a view to determining their ideas as
to education of their children?
tOPPORTUNITY OF A LIFE TIME
TO EARN $1,000 IN GOLD COIN
WHERE DIRRCT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE
FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS
THROUGH LINB TO
Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.
10. Do you favor designating the
Santa Fe high school as a county highTHE FORUM. school? -RUPERT P. ASPLl'ND.Editor New Mexico Journal of Educn-!- ' Mu"y complimentary remarks are publications also carry a voting value
j 0Pi beiug' heard on every hand wit n refer-- ' of 23,1100 votes during this period, the
euce to the progresslveness aud liber-- i price being $.", which is the fame a.'.
i
ality of The Sauta Fe New Mexican in the yearly rate to The Santa Fe New1 IK'SddJ iv tKUKk In irrtlH niirl ntlif.r vnlit-- l Yfevienn Irinilvl bv ni;iil. (Sen vntinflThe New Mexican of lasthad In print the "Easter sermon
nrojiptipd liv T?uv T.uiniilui- - 1. able prizes valued at over $51)00, in its' schedule in big advertisement on an- -
day, it will be found that good men
and women have been nominated rep-
resentative men and women, but with
more consideration for party affilia-
tion, I fear, than should be the case.
Masons." Part of the text was "Thou i giK,an,ic, "UP" '"Pajgn. " For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc, call on JWm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New f
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot. fart. Peter, and nnnn tbis rnrlt will tHowever there are other special qual-- , b,.,,(1 mv (.hnrch " nfter wblet, tb imueriaiung,
wnue couishiu ma ay,
lias won instantaneous favor in Santa
Fe and throughout the entire state of
New Mexico.
The prime motive of this contest, of
other page of this paper.) Votes pile
up rapidly through subscriptions. A
trial or two among your friends and
acquaintances will convince you of
that fact.
GET IN THE GAME.
Vote-gettin- will be found very In-
teresting, and you will never regret
iflcations which should be required in
the case of members of school boards
to a few o which I desire to call
sermon starts as follows: "Upon this
rock. What rock? Not the man
Peter," etc. Of course, one of the
HOTEL ARRIVALS.!fundamental principles of the
Refor-man- y
matters affecting mation being the right of private or
of the schools which individual judgment, the Rev. Leoni- -
There are
the conduct
o the Editor of the New Mexican:
There has been no doubt consider-
able discussion among those who have
most to do with making up tickets lor
various public ofllces as to the qualifi-
cations of the candidates. In general,
at the present time, it is a growing
practice to select good men for admin-
istering our civic affairs a practice,
which, I believe, is indicative of grad-
ually improving civic ideals in our
owu and other communities. Public
officers are representative and should
be 80 in a form of government such
as ours. They represent not only the
ideals of the community as a whole,
but, in the ease of legislative bodies
and boards of various kinds, they rep-
resent groups of individuals minori-
ties as well as majorities. This, too,
is necessary under our government.
Hut in no case and under no circum
course, is to increase the circulation
ol The Santa Fe New ' Mexican, New
Mexican Review and El Nuevo Mexi-cano- ,
and we are willing to spend over
$,"lino to gain this end. Every wide-
awake, energetic man and woman of
tiiis city and state are given an unpar
MONTEZUMA.
F. ('. Shellhart, Albuquerque.
the time and effort expended in this
contest, as the time is so short and
the prizes so numerous and valuable!
that those who really try are sure to
win a big prize. Anyone w ho does
should engross our attention just now.
In this communication I have time to
call attention to only a few in the
das Smith showed himself consistent
With said principle by saying: "Not
the man Peter," I want only to ask
H THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
COUNTY OF SANTA, STATE OF
NEW MEXICO.
J. C. Iiritt, Plaintiff, vs. Keystoi."
(.Mining and Milling Company (a col-
li oration) et. al., Defendants,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE,
j Under and by virtue of an order
of salo and decree of foreclosure is-
sued out of the District Court cf the
First Judicial District of the State
of New Mexico in and for the County
the him one question, that I hope he will
answer in his next sermon. The ques-Ih- e
tion is this: To whom do refer the
not secure enough votes to win one of
form of questions addressed to
nominees for the school board,
i. Will you strive to conduct
alleled opportunity to proht by spare
time, so it is a plan that works both 'the many prizes offered will be paid a
L, A. Peck, Denver.
Mr. Javett, Albuquerque,
II. E. Welter, Denver.
Mathiew A. Piers, Denver.
O. 12. Forbes, Amarillo.
W. F. Robertson, Dallas.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. lioalt, St
commission on all subscription moneyschools on a business basis with an- - following words of Christ, that he
nual budgets and reports published at said just after "Thou art Peter "
the beginning and end of the school viz: "And I will give to thee the keys
year "so that the people may know?" of the kingdom of heaven," etc. Does
Paul,
ways.
NOW IS THE TIME TO START.
This contest is just starting off. and
now is the time for you to launch your
vole campaign. Don't put off enter- -2. To what extent, after hiring a! the word "thee reler to "the manstances is a public officer to repre-- i
sent private or personal interests' j
either of himself or associates. Polit- -
ing the race until it is too late and
(some other candidate has secured the
capable superintendent, should the
board grant him discretion in the
management of the schools?
3. Do you believe that a board
should hire teachers without reference
t th6 wishes and recommendations of
Peter," or to Jesus Christ who, ac-
cording to the private interpretation
of the Rev. Leonidas is himself the
rock. Did Christ say to himself:
"And I will give thee the keys of
heaven?"
(Signed) A. I,. MORRISON.
very subscriptions you had counted
on, but enter your name now and get
busy. It has been said that opportu-
nity knocks at one's door but oiice.
ical parties are necessary as machin-
ery for the expression of the wishes
of majorities and minorities in state
and nation until a better syBtem is
( Vorked out. But there is very little
necessity for activity by political par-
ties in local government and none at
all in connection with school elections.
In local affairs they furnish the oppor
turned in. Hence, there will bo no
losers in this contest. Can anything
be fairer and more liberal than that?
CLIP THE COUPONS.
All that is necessary to enter this
contest is to clip the nomination blank
appearing in the big page advertise-
ment elsewhere in this paper, fill in
your name and mail or deliver to the
contest department of The Santa Fe
Xew Mexican. This nomination cou-
pon enters you in the contest with
."(Mil) votes to your credit. Only one of
these blanks will be accepted for each
candidate nominated. There is an-
other coupon appearing in the page
advertisement which, when clipped
out, name filled in and mailed or de-
livered to the contest department will
count as 100 votes. You are not re-- '
strained In any sense in voting these
the superintendent. i
4. Do you believe in the introduc-- !
tion and teaching of such branches as
agriculture, domestic science and man- -
Just Try a New Mexican Want
if you ant autck returns.
Minn.
J. G. Vincent, Detroit, Mich.
F. If. Frego. Detroit, Mich.
Wm. . McOulla, Detroit, Mich.
Al Johnston, Detroit, Mich.
E. Eisenburt, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. A. M. Sall'ee, Detroit, Mich.
M. A. Rex, Phoenix.
J. It. Whisner, Sacramento.
M. W. Potsch, St. Joe, Mo.
J. V. Bailey, Lawrence, Kan.
EUROPEAN,
.lose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo,
M, C. du Baca and sister, Las Ve-
gas.
E. A. Whitakcr, Denver.
H. ,T. Mendenhall, Torrance.
Greg and Piatt, Denver.
William Cuttell, Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin, Chicago.
Edna Browning,. Denver.
.1. M. Hartley, Espanola.
Dr. E. Osmer, Albuquerque.
c f Santa Fc, on the 2Sth day of Janu-jur-
ltilJ, in the above entitled action,
wherein J. C. Britt, the above named
j plaintiff, obtained judgment and de-- '
croe of foreclosure against Keystono
Mining and Milling Company (a
and The Bankers Bond
Company (a corporation), the defend-'an- t
named in said action, on said
above mentioned date, for the sum o
Five Thousand, Twenty-fou- r and 0
Dollars ($5,021.48), besides inter-'estan-
costs, I am commanded to sell
!iit public auction in the manner pre-
scribed by law, ail that certain real
property, situate in the County of
Santa Fe, State of New Mexico, de-- )
scribed as follows: "Three unpatented
mining claims publicly known as tho
j Hondo, Number Four Lode, and Fair-- I
view, all located in Los Cerrillos' Min-- i
ing District in said County of Santa
Fe, together with any and all buildinglor buildings, and improvements now
standing on said land (or mining
claim), and expressly including all
boilers, engines, hoists, shafting, pul-
leys, hangers, belting aud all
for the transmission of power
i or steam, and any and all fixtures in,
o;- - which may be placed in any and
jail buildings upon said real estate or
TRANSFER OF FUNDS
FOR RELIEF IS FREE
Now opportunity is knocking upon
your door with a sledge-hammer- , and
it is using both fists to awaken you to
the realiazlion of what is in store for
you. Why should you read this ar-
ticle and sit dreamily by and let oppor-
tunity pass to knock upon another's
door? Be up and doing. Make your
spare time be of value, and you will be
glad when the contest is over and you
have yon a prize worth many hun-
dreds of dollars.
CANDIDATES ARE NOW WORKING
Some of the candidates, realizing
that an early start is half the battle
won, are now out after subscriptions
to The Santa Fe New Mexican, New
Mexican Review and El Nuevo Mexl-cano- .
Each yearly subscription (old
or new) carry a voting value of 25,000
votes during the first period, which
. .i.. a ,1 n i. i. i 7:1,.
coupons. Clip all you can and get your ,In a message to its local manager i
friends to doing the same.here, the Western Union Telegraph
tunity tor endless manipulations to
nerve personal ends and to keep alive
the party spirit at the expense of the
public good.
Now as to the question of trie elec-
tion of members of our school board,
those men and women should be
chosen who will fairly represent the
wishes of the various groups in tfie
city, who desire such representation.
1 suppose, too, that the different por-
tions of the city should be recognized.
Political organizations do not require
representation as they are artificial
and intended for the expression of
opinion in the nation. , With respect
to candidates to be chosen next Tues
GET A RECEIPT BOOK.
Those who desire to enter the race j
and compete for the prizes offered
should get a receipt book so that they
also operate with the Adams and
American Express companies, has re-
ceived word to accept free, all supplies
or monies destined for flood sufferers.
The money from Santa Fe dona-
tions will probably be sent in the
shape of a bank draft.
fOSTAL COMPANY IS
READY TO AID ALSO
Mr. DeArcy, manager of the Postfl
Telegraph company in Santa Fe, said
today that his company was ready t
do anything within its power to aid
the flood sufferers.
"We will receive funds here for
can take subscriptions and give re-
ceipts for same. If there are any
points that are not perfectly clear re-
garding this great prize distribution,
call on or write the Contest Editor andeuub April ivm, bu it uuii uc auuiij'
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
is sweeping over the town and young
and old are alike affected. Foley's
I.'oney & Tar Compound is a quick,
safe, reliable family medicine for
coughs aud colds. A. S. Jones, of Lee
Pharmacy, Chico, Calif., says:
' Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
l as no equal, and I recommend it as
containing no narcotics or other
l't.rmful properties." For sale by all
druggists.
seen that a few such orders would full information will be given. Con- -
amount up Into the hundreds of thou-jteB- phone 31 J.
sands. Votes are allowed on other .
Scratch Pads of all descriptions and
all qualities, 10 pounds for 5J rents
New Mexican office.
subscriptions in proportion to the
length of time paid. Each five-yea- r
subscription to either of the weekly
company today suggests that all funds
collected for the relief of flood suffer-
ers be deposited in a local bank aud
the Western Union will then handle a
telegram free of charge instructing a
hank at the flood headquarters to pay
the amount deposited here.
The' Western Union wired its local
manager that because of the crip-
pled condition of the lines due to the
flood, only messages of the most ur-
gent nature having to do with flood
conditions could be carried free. These
are subjects to the discretion of the
local manager who shall mark them
"dead-hea- relief" if he accepts them
for transmission. The Western Union
however, will not handle money ex-
cept through the medium of the banks.
Messages received by the local
agent of the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad instruct him to receive for
free shipment, all supplies for flood
sufferers addressed to mayors of
cities, relief committees or persons au-
thorized to receive supplies.
The Globe Express company which
YOU CAN CURE THAT BACK ACHE
Pain along the back, dizziness, head-
ache and general languor. Get a pack-
age of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb
mining claims.
Public notice Is hereby given that
on the third day of May, A. D. 191H,
at eleven o'clock a. m. on that day,
at Cerrillos, in said County of Santa
Fe, State of New Mexico, and at the
front door of Post Office in said town
cf Cerrillos, I will in obedience to said
cider of sale and decree of foreclos-
ure, sell the above-describe- d property
a il T -- .1 11 ,1 nnj1
transmission to the recognized author-
ities or relief committees in the flood
districts," said Mr. De Arcy, "and
there will be no charge for same. The
Postal authorities have given all ths
aid possible during the flood and we
v ill continue to donate our services a
long as we can be of assistance."
From 27 to 58 degrees was the range
WHO'S WHO IN WILSON'S CABINET BY CORY.
i to the highest bidder for cash in law
ful money of the United States
CIIAS. C. CLOSSON,
Sheriff of Santa Fe County,
New Mexico.
cure lur ail xviuutrj, uiauuci aiiu
Vrlnary troubles. . When you feel all
run down, tired, weak and without en-
ergy use this remarkable combination
c! nature's herbs and roots. As a
tonic laxative It has no equal. Mother
Gray's Aromatic-Lea- f is sold by Durg-g:st- s
or sent by mail for 50 cts.
Sample sent FREE.- - Address, The
Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, N. Y,
of temperature here yesterday and the
relative humidity was 25 per cent. A'
6 a. m. today it was 37 degrees. Yes-terda- v
was clear and warmer and to
day also showed symptoms of sprint?.
(By J. Campbell Cory.)
The Garrison finish of track tradi-
tion has nothing on the Garrison start
as exhibited by President Wilson's
new secretary of war. This cabinet
officer spent just, about the time of a
taxicab voyage from the capital to the
war department between taking his
oath of office and getting down on the
job. This formalities attendant upon
his induction into his duties consisted
of hanging his overcoat and hat on
a peg and sitting down behing the big
mahogany desk reserved for the boss
ol the army.
A Georgia mammy, reversing the.
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
Diags herself painfully througli her
j caily tasks suffering from backache,
headache, nervousness and loss of
j sleep, not knowing her ills are due to
kidney and bladder troubles. Foley
Kidney Pills give quick relief from
j pain and misery, a prompt return to
bealth and strength. No woman who
j suffers can afford to overlook Foley
Kidney Pills. For sale by all drug- -
c,;sts.
AIM IN YOUR HOME FOR
FROM 5c to 8c A DAY
browning comcakes on a steaming
griddle, could show no greater facility j
in turning things upside down thani
did Garrison when he began to tackle j
the problem which his new work pre-- j A Little Talk
About Values
seated.
Garrison has a startling directness
of manner. lie doesn't beat around
the conversational bush; he jumps
ever it. Take the case of Major Gen-
eral Leonard Wood, for a time chief
of staff. It's a wide-ope- secret that
many of Mr. Garrison's official advis-
ers of the department hold no kindly
feeling toward the man who rose from
army surgeon to the highest military
rank within fifteen years over the
heads of men years his senior In age
YOU going to beARE and inconven-
ienced any longer for
the sake of saving a few
cents a day? Many times
you have wished that you
might call up a friend who and service. Here is a conversation jwhich took place in the presence of at
least a half dozen persons in the sec--
retary's office the other day:
"Have any congressmen spoken to
'
you against General Wood since the
fourth of March, Mr. Secretary?" in- - j
quired a searcher after truth, and then j
was going away; you nave
wished you mignt call up a store for something
you needed in a hurry, or to say that it would be
inconvenient for you to keep a certain engage-
ment. Isn't daily peace and comfort worth many
times the small daily cost of a telephone?
SEND FOR OUR REPRESENTATIVE HE WILL EXPLAIN TO YOU.
i continued, Can you answer una; i
Secretary Garrison shot a quizzical
'glance at the questioner, a newspaper
j correspondent, and replied, with a
'somewhat disconcerting avoidance of
evasion : j
"Yes, I can answer, but I wont."
BY JOHN P. FALLON.
You value things by their useful-
ness, beauty, intrinsic worth, sen-
timental worth, or historic worth.
You value most of the things you
buy first by their utility and sec-
ond by their pleasing qualities.
Some things are intended for
service, others simply to look at
and admire, while many things
have both a useful and ornamental
value.
Take two articles alike in form
but much different in quality. One
may be a real bargain at a dollar
while the other would be dear at
fifty cents. The reason for this is
that the article of superior quality
will give three or four times the
service, wear, satisfaction and use-
fulness. In order to get the best
value that money can buy, one
must exercise Judgment.
You need have little doubt, how-
ever, of the values offered by the
merchants who advertise in The
Santa Fe New Mexican. These
merchants are known by the values
they give. They know that a repu-
tation for honest values is their
most valuable asset and strive to
give their customers the greatest
values obtainable. Read their ad-
vertisements In The Santa Fe New
Mexican closely and constantly
every day and then you will have
little need to worry about values.
"HE IS A WORKER."
is no sinecure. Iegal that precedent, formula and traditionsRni.rl.nn has nenrlv a enunle of
years to travel before he reaches the attainments are necessary for the! would weigh little in the balance
mark. His iron-gra- hairiP'eper discharge of the duties of the against, common sense when he had a
ia an accident and not a symptom of i place, but the prime requisite Ib horse question to decide. Thus Garrison as
sense. The cases brought before a New secrtary of war.
Jersey involve ques- - The Ilew secretary knows he has a
lions of equity rather than those of big job ahead of him. His announce--
statute law. It was just this exper-- ,nt o the department's intention to!knee in an equity court that brought increaBe tne efficiency of the army in- -Garrison into the cabinet. oicates his realization of the possiblll- - j
advancing years. His brusqueness Is
more a mannerism than an evidence
of lack of sympathy. He Is a
worker and already has earned
among those who have come in con-
tact with him the title of the "live
wire of the administration."
The secretary enjoys the distinction
of having been born in the state from
which he was appointed to the cab-
inet. Camden, N. J- - was his birth-
place, and his activities up to the time
he was offered this Job had taken him
no farther than Jersey City, where he
sat as The Job of
When Woodrow Wilson advanced ties of some scrapping before he hands
from apprentice to journeyman cabi-jove- r his portfolio. He wants to be
net maker he decided that the war de- - ready. This part of his program is
partment needed for its own good a joy to the army, roller-to- p desk f
who could decide cases on their sils and eager shave-tail- s alike. And
The Mountain States Telephone
& Telegraph Company. merits and leave the statute law end
of the business to the department of
Justice. He knew Garrison had
they're predicting that he'll round the
course and come under the wire in a
form befitting the traditions of hisJ
known him for years and was sure turf-bles- t name.
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3sporting
I Carroll McComas, Will West, Ethel not be known for several days
jCadmuu, Harry Delf, Florence Morrl-- i Food stations have been established
;son, Cyril Biddulph, Cissy Sewell, jend provisions are belli? diiitribntod
Victor I.e Roy and others in addition 'only to flood Biifferers.
to the famous array of sirens and the The town is still under ii Httial Ivv
striking chorus of beautiful young wo-- ' Business men estimate the less ai
jn.en of excellent singing ability. SlO.Ono.onn.
"The Siren" tells u pretty and ro-- 1 REFUGEES ARE FLOCKING
mantle tale during the course of its j ' TO CINCINNATI FOR AID.
three acts. Mr. Brian will be seen as Cincinnati, Ohio, March 29. With
ALLEGED GRAFTERS
IN INSURANCE GAME
ARE BEING TRIED.
St. Louis, Mo., March 29. Harrtf
M. Coudry, former business man, ani,
Harry IJ. Gardner, began their de-
fense In the federal district court
here today, where they are on trial on
a charge of using the mails to de-
fraud, in the promotion of the "Con- -COMISKEV HEARSFAMOUS PLAYER a gay young marquis who gets in trou-- ' the Ohio river covering the entire loW-- i tlnental Life Assurance company, and
BASEBALL'S UTOPIA, DUBUQUE, IA., WHERE THE THREE I LEAGUE WILL
PLAY ITS GAMES IN MUNICIPAL BALL PARK.
the International Fire Insurance comnice IN ASVLUM ble by writlB humorous verses re-- ! er section of this city and with refu-UI-1,1 fleeting upon the emperor. The min-gee- s from the stricken e towns
iyter of police, is ordered to trap the coming in by hundreds,. Cincinnati to- -
Chicago, 111., March 29. The , fact j marquis. In order to do so properly day faced a situation that will re- -
directly on j'Qiiire the combined efforts of all Itsthat ,ionn "Jigga" Donohue, the for-- , and fasten the offense
mmZm
; Dubuque, la., March 29. Municipal
Tia8eba,H, dream of idealists, has
the eyes of the baseball world.
;r- - this city.
It remained for a. Three
ttwn to drive the opening wedge in
the plan which thinking men believe
is the solution of the baseball pral
Jem.
pany."
Harry L. O'Rear, who was book-
keeper for the two companies, testi-
fied that the $56,000 shown on the
books as having been paid . to Gard-
ner, did not go to him personally, but
was. paid out in salaries. " ;.
W. .H. Thompson testified that he
served..as treasurer of the two com-
panies , from October 1909 to June
1910, but never actually handled any
money. He said that his salary was
$500 a month.
W. H. Douglas, testified that the
board of directors authorized the pay-
ment of 246 per cent in commissions
mer Chicago American league first
baseman, who woi. time in the world's
series games of 19U(i bet'veen the two
Chicago league teams. Is dead be-
came known here today. The wan
who was termed the ejieates; llrt
baseman he had ever known, by
President Comisky of the local Amer
him, the police chief must secure a 'relief and civic organizations to cope
specimen of the marquis' handwriting, i. with, Evcery.hoteHs crowded to its
The Sirens, the famous beauties of -- capacity, while every ' moving van.
ihe court, are called 'in and are di auto truck and freight street car has
reeled to use their wiles in leading been pressed into Bervice removing
this young man to destruction, by families from the flood area
means of coaxing from hiin a billet The 'Ohio river reached the stage of
doux or any other written message, P5.9 feet at daybreak and was rising
1 he., all fail, but a simple little coun- - j at the rate of 1 tenths of a foot an
try gii l happens along to charm the hour. More than 00 city block are un
y 'W
'''Hy
ican league club, died in an Insane
asylum near Columbus, Ohio, live
'
weeks ago.
Mrs. Donohue was notified of his
death by an insurance company, in
which he had a policy.
The player's first big league engage- -
to Gardner.
join1;;' nobleman.
Sh betrays him innocently. Of
course, everything comes out all right
in the end.
"The Siren" differs from the ordi- -
der water to a depth of from half a
foot to ten feet,
Suffering, however, has been at a
minimum, owing to warnings sent out
early that a stage of 70 feet would
probably be reached before the watersment was under "Connie" Mack at nary nn of musical comedies by
Milwaukee, during the infancy nf the j reason of its very coherent plot and began to recede.
American league. In 1906. hi accept- - j interest. Then there is to be seen the LESS THAN HUNDRED
ed 1,986 chances at first base, a rec- - j most beautiful dancing that has been: DEAD IN HAMILTON,
ord which has never been equalled shown on the stage iu years. The i Hamilton, March 29. Less than n
"Jiggs" also had the record on the Wallz Caprice in the second act is de- - 'hundred Is the estimate today of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. -
Department of the Interior. U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. March
1, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Eliza-
beth W. Probert, widow of William H.
Prcbert, Jr., of Jemez Springs, N. M.i
who. on January 12, 1911, made Home-
stead Entry No. 014779, for NE 14
NN NE W N El-- 4 NE
W 2 SE NE1-4- , W 2 NE 4 SET
14 NE E 2 E 2 SW 4 NE
W 2 NE 4 SE S SE 4 NE
4 SE W 2 SE 4 SE Sec.
clarc d a far superior and more'lntri- - in the flood here.
cate dance than was the famous three- - As tlle watel recedes, the evidence
fewest number of chances in a cinch
game on May 2:i, having only one. He
made one assist. It had never been
known in baseball before where a
i r siep of "The Merry Widow." This0-- tlle PrPerty destruction is nioro
waltz has created a veritable furore jt,ppalling' but ,he deaUl to11- 11 is
the Diece hns bepn seen. l'eved, will not exceed one hundred.first baseman was not given a chance
to make at least one put out. "Jiggs"
was one of nine brothers, all of whom The curtain falls upon the secoiulact of "The Siren" in a manner tin--
IFARMERS RESCUED BY
j BIG RIVER STEAMERS
Cairo, 111., March 29. The Ohio
river here today stood at 49.2 feet.
Dubuque is building a stadium
athletic contests, football, tennis were baseball players. Donohue '."I usual for musical comedy. All havea J.i'in il v. I rived the nickname "Jiggs" from hispublic playgrounds. Included in the. ' ' '
'
clog dancing. departed from the stage, save Mr.Brian as the marquis and the innocftut
'''ifMjven-acr-
e field will be r. completely
equipped ball ground with stands and
bleachers. The field will be 3ti
rounded by an ornamental stone fence
country girl. .Discovering that the
rural .miss hasf betrayed liim, the
21 T. 20 N., R. 2 E., and S 2 S 2
XW SW SW 4 NE 4 SW
SE 4 NW 4 NE 4 SW 1-- N0
NE 4 SW NW 4 NW M
NW 4 SE S SW 4 SW T- -
NE W 2 SE 4 SW NE
Pec. 19, T. 20 N., R. 3 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intentioni
to make five year proof, to establish!
claim to the land above described, be-- !
CLARENCE ROWLAND. FREDDIE WELSH IS
LOOKING FOR FIGHT
IN UNITED STATES.
Workmen are strengthening the drain-
age district levees north of Cairo
v.hich are being mads ready for a
high stage of the river.
Thousands of acres of farming land
are under water in Missouri, Kentu-
cky, and Illinois, and steamers today
bi ought in refugees and livestock from
marquis denounces her in no uncer
with appropriate entrances.
When the day comes that cities j
realize the enormous profits made by GOTHANITES BREATHE EASY SINCE THE
SEELEY-MARQUARD- S HAVE SIGNED fere TJ. S. Commisioner H. R. Whitthe flood districts.
tain terms, It is a scene worthy ol
any "straight" drama.
"The Siren" is the work of Leo Stein
and Dr. a. M. Willner the noted Vien-
nese authors, as concerns the book
and lyrics. The music is from the pen
of i hat. Inimitable master, Leo Fall.
Tim tunes enchant and their tilt .iml
sw;ng will be hummed, whistled and
sinig for a year afterward.
GOVERNOR COX ISSUES
REPORT ON RELIEF WORK.
ing, at Albuquerque, N. M., on Aprll!
14, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses: E.Columbus, Ohio, March 29. Gover
nor Cox today issued the following M- - Fenton and W. H. Rogers, Jemez
proclamation as to relief work: ' j Springs, N. M.; Winfred Bletcher
Light Weight Champion of Great Brit-
ain is in New York and Hopes to
Get Battle on Pacific Coast Soon.
New York, March 29. Freddie
Welsh, light weight champion of
Great Britain and holder of the Lord
Lonsdale belt, arrived here yesterday
on the M uritan la. lie said that he
would remain In this country for sev-
eral months in search of a title bout
with Willie Ritchie, the world's cham-
pion.
Welsh said he would agree to any
fair conditions for a battle with
"In order to simplify the situation and W. Garrett, Senorito, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
growing out of requests coming from
mulling icrtiuw iui i.
moguls, others may follow the lead or
Dubuque of the Three 1 league.
Perfection hasn't been achieved bv
Dubuque is loading the progressives
The day will probably come when
rtubuque will not only own the playing;
field, but the league franchise as well,
nrplying the profit to municipal im-
provement or to reduce debt.
The park is the outcome of the com
bined thought of Eugene Adams, who
.is constantly doing something for the
city; J. J. McLaughlin, alderman from
the Fourth ward, and Clarence Row-
land, owner of the Three I franchises.
The present ground is in the resi-
dence district, far from the heart of
Ihe town, and Rowland never realized
SEARCH FOR BODIES OCCUPIES
ALL WORKERS IN FLOOD . DIS
every direction with reference to
funds and supplies, we suggest the fol-
lowing arrangements:TRICTS.
'
(Continued from page one).
; "That all supplies in the future be
consigned to Colonel Edward T. Mil-
ler, in charge of general relief depot,
Columbus, Ohio, and that all funds be
sent to Colonel M. L. Wilson, treasur
Ritchie. He intimated that he would
make 133 pounds ringside, and said
that he would readily sien articles
A Cold, La Grippe, Then Penumonla
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
and lower the vital resistence.
K G. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat, N.
J.. says: "I was troubled with a se-
vere La Grippe cough which com-
pletely exhausted nie. Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound soon stopped the
coughing spells entirely. It can't be
beat." For sale by all druggists.
j for a 20 round bout on the Pacific j
coast. , '
tor receding.
The city water works, which have
been out of commission since Tues-
day morning, were restored at noon to-
day, relieving what has been one of
the most serious phases of the situ-
ation here.
GOTCH SAYS IT
FEELS GOOD TO BE
BACK IN THE GAME.
er of the commission representing the
Red Cross, the state and citizenship
It; is desirable that there be submitted
by wire a statement giving car num-
ber and character of supplies that are
shipped. There is every indication
that the Ohio river will reach the
highest stage in its history. Calls for
Official reports and Identification of
Humhnlt. !.. iu.,r.-- 29. With until-- ! "ood victims poured in steadily today.
ing to say except that it "felt good to As fa!it as llle bodies were identified ELK'S THEATREthey were buried. The revised list so food and clothing are coming from
any large dividends from his invesi.-nient- .
The idea-me- went before the coun-
cil and asked for an appropriation ol
$1,000 to level the field. It was grant--d-
Rowland was willing to pay $500
a, year for the use of the park during
the playing season, fie offered to
build the fence himself and pay $750
a year for ten years if permitted tc
i.se the fence for advertising, but
Adams Btopped this and the ornament-
al stone fence was decided upon.
And to make up for Rowland's loss
unexpected parts of the state. A crit-
ical situation has developed in all
be in the gameagain," Frank Gotch
left this afternoon- for Kansas City,
where on Tuesday night, he is to
j wreBtle with George Lurich. His
manager, dintl Klank, and trainers
accompanied him.
Saturday, March 29(li.
far reported showed the following
dead:
Alexander Ford.
Mrs. Brown.
I. Mason.
Mrs. Hawkins.
Miss 11a wl;e.
Mrs, James Wallace.
S. S. Cupp.
Christ Polk.
Virginia Snyder.
Howard Snyder.
Mrs. Clemenceau or Clemson.
Ohio river towns. We are still great-
ly in need of help."
THOSE WHO OVERCHARGE
LOSE THEIR MERCHANDISE.
Zanesville, Ohio, March 29 Farm-
ers or merchants found overcharging
tor goods have had their supplies con-
fiscated. Diptheria has broken out
and an epidemic of disease is feared,
as conditions are very unsanitary.
t BLOSSOM SEELEY-MARQUAR- AND THE Rt'BE, WHO LISTENED I WORK ON MONTANAPROJECT TO BE RESUMED.TO THE DULCET TONES OF DICK KINSF.LLA AND SIGNED A COX
of advertising or to help him give Du
buque a winning team, if possible, the
city dads tendered the use of the ball
grounds gratis. Dubuque bejieyeg in
encouraging home Industry and Row
TRACT TO PITCH FOR THE GIANTS AND HE DIDN'T GET $10,000 A
YEAR, EITHER! Washington, D. C, March 29. Co -
MISS NINA HATCHER
- AND HEB
Southern
Minstrel
Maids
George Moaganthsler.
land is a nHye son. athletes of the track and field. It is It is but six blocks from the court- -
Nie park will b3 ready to play in planned to make Dubuque's munici-- house and eight from the center of
1iex.t July. It will be up to dale, hand- - pal baseball field and play grounds the city.
nmn and modern. When the team is one of the city's best known instltu- Dubuque lias taken the first stflB
struction of twenty-tw- o miles of canul
iu the Milk River Irrigation project in
Montana will begin soon, the redemp-
tion service anounclng today that bid.--
for the work will be opened April
The canal is to be built under treaty
with Canada, the Milk river flowing
for 150 miles through that country be-
fore getting back- into Montana.
LIST OF BODIES
RECOVERED AT PERU.
Peru, Ind., March 29. Bodies re-
covered from wreckage in South
F'eru, are Rex Mase, Mrs. James Pose-ma-
Miss Delight Shields, Albert
fehields, B. & O. conductor; Mrs.
Frances Strumm, wife of physician.
The relief parties in charge of the
work of recovery on the south side
say more bodies may be revealed in
Which city will go her one better an i
build a ball park and finance its owr.
club? Step up, cities, and declare
yourselves. Don't be bashful.
on the road the high school nine can lions.
use the park. The tennis players will j The new park Is sj located that
lave the use o the courts' and thJ spectators going to or from the gamf-- .
athletes of the track will ,must pass through a brsiness district
Geo, Blitz.
Mr. Qulnlan.
Mrs. Young.
B. E. Harkreader.
Frank C. Scott, five years old.
John McConnell,
LISTS OF DEAD ARE
BEING SLOWLY COMPILED.
Columbus, Ohio, March 29. The
Identified dead reported at the vari-
ous morgues through the city today
were:
the wreckage of the houses, which THE BIG'GIRL SHOW
AH Girls and an
All White Company
have fallen apart and are almost com- -
pletely demolished.
Men with shot guns patrolled both
sides of the river and looting wan
prevented. Lieutenant Governor
O'Neill has Issued a warning agaiuit
c:ooks who are coming from Chicago.
Mrs. Greenlee, Mrs. Sarah Covlll, j
Albert Underwood, 11 years old; Mrs.
Delia McNerney, John Stottler, Mrs. j
Prices 25c, 50c and 75c.
Seats at Fischer's Friday.
John Stottler, Walter Becker, Mrs.
Keyes, Mrs. James Cooper and two
children, Gus Gaven, Claude Hazel-ett- ,
H. O. Mashem, Mrs. H. O. Ma-she-
Mrs. O. C. Toy, Mrs". Sadie Gar-
field, Mrs. Rhoda K. Wright, Sarah
Scrella, Alma Diss, 8 years old; Hil-
da Diss, 10 years old; C. . M. Shoup,
baby; C. II. Huston, Albert C. Gore,
Mrs. Marie Clouser, Hannah Weethe,
I WILL GIVE $1002
IF I FAIL TO CURE any CANCER or TUMOR
I TftEAT BEFORE it pDisonsBoneorDeepGlands
Pope Motor Cycle
PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
With Imported Magneto.
Motor Cycle without a doubt with troubleleft nt tbe factory.
NOkNIrtOrfAIN
Ha Pay Until Zmi
No X Ray or other
swindle. An island
p!ant makes the cure
ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE
Any TUMOR, LUMP or
oreon liltliD. fann
or body long is Cancer
ItNstfBrPa'ns until last
atugo. BOOK
scat free;tcstimoni-il- of
thousands cured at liome
WRITE TO SD1IE
ANY LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST
Is CANCER, and If neglected It always poisontdeep glands in the armpit, and kills quickly.
Address DR.& MRS. DR. CHAMLEY
' 'Sh-irtl- Reliable.' Poor Cured at Ha If Price or Free.
IB 747 So. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL
KINDLY SEND US NAMES of ihe AFFLICTED
PASH BROTHERS, ACTS.,
Edwin D. Damsell, Emma Louise
Cooper, 5 years old; Frankie Ford, 12
years old; Mrs. Anna F. Hollobough,
Mrs. Mary Miller, William Guy, How-
ard Preston, Arnold Weisengagger,
William French, or William Griffin,
Mrs. Mae McDonald.
Besides this list of 37 identified
dead and the nineteen unidentified
bodies in the morgues, the authorities
have reports of about ten bodies re-
covered by individual searchers and
placed In houses on the edge of the
flooded area.
FLOOD WATERS ARE
RECEDING RAPIDLY NOW
Zanesville, Ohio, March 29. The
food waters receded cbout four feot
last night, making a total recession
of about nine feet, but all the districts
flooded are still under water, except
about two square miles of the busi-
ness district. The only buildings
which have collapsed are the Munson
Music store and the Indianajolis Brew-
ing company, together with many resi-
dences. ' '
.
The known drowned now number
five! The exact number of dead will
PEERLESS BAR
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
AND 'CIGARS
GREGG & COLE, Props.
helped him create such a furore in
New York, Chicago, Boston and Phil-
adelphia last season. With him are
to be seen such well known artists as
slage dancers, and who made "The
Merry Widow" famous, is to be seen
with the same original supporting
company of noted principals that
No announcement that Manager urday, April 3, of Donald Brian in the
Stanton has made this season gives charming and delightful romantic
greater pleasure than that of Charles operatta, "The Siren."
Froh man's presentation here on Sat--j Mr. Brian, who is the peer of all
IIISouthern Minstrel Maids EL 1 EfflSEelk's mimi To-Nig- ht CTDon t Miss It!An All Girl Show
Curta in Rises at 9 O'clock.Prices,25c, 50c, and 75c.
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A Very Large
. .
Display ofipaiBII"l""i""lll"llnni n ii '" ""Bn nil nnnnn rtnmm m ! Bn l ULIII'lUlflRl
nUULI JLLIUIIIHIl
i hoy have been enjoying the social
festivities of the Duke City, notable
nmons which was iho masked b;il!;
given by .Mrs. V. II. Nuliit.
Trinidad Alarid left yesterday lor
Alburiuerqiie and from there goes le
Pajarito to attend the funer il of )la-
SOCIETV
(Continued)
MEETS APRIL 10
As announced in the Social Calen-
dar In this issue-- , the Art and Lltera- -
FOR A
BIG HARVEST
PLANT OUR
Western
Seeds
Children's Wash Dresses. Sizes
4 to 14 years,
Pretty White Lawn Dresses. Sizes
4 to 14 years,
Ladies' One Piecc Dresses in pretty wash materials,
nicely trimmed, regular $2.00 values, for . .
One-Pie- ce Dresses in Silk or Wool.
Special
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
INSURE WITH INWARD AM) REST CONTENT.
lure department of the Santa Fe Worn-- !
an's club will meet the second and
NOT the first Tluirsday in April. The
meeting will be on April 10.
r i rv rl lin
Mrs. French entertained the Bridge i
Club at her home on Lincoln avenue
Friday afternoon. liesides the men-her- s
of the club the following guest:!
eccunied the three tables: Mesdani-- 'i
Hoover, Wells (iray, C.uld.ngs and
Coutchey. 1 elreshments wound up a j
,y iJit tinuui tint; iiuuii iui uiuor
, , ,, ,, , . ,
enjouu .uis. rjem;na i,,,,.
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Louise Wright celebrated her firth
birthday Tuesday afternoon by sui
rounding herself with her "pals" ani
?!2tTi.n"VlJZmen uroi la uuic.i. 1 nimr iKn.n
present were: .Madeline Clrimshav ,
Sue Catron, Virginia McMauus, Jessie!
Mnflilllvrav. P'rnnW l:irlfnr. Mnrv
Christine Hughes, Koger and Kuth
Kirkpatrick, Elizabeth and John Lev
ert, Winifred Davies, Kllis llrow.,
'Wesley Connor. Caroline Asplund,
'1'iances Andrews, (Jladys Gilmore,
Catherine Howard, Frances Sargent,
Dora Hall, Frances Wilson, Louise
WORTH INVESTIGATING
We are offering an exceptionally desirable property sit
uated within one and one half blocks of Plaza. Moderr
house of ten rooms, halls, summer kitchen, etc. Large
lot with desirable frontage and room upon which an ad-
ditional cottage or two could be erected. It takes money
to handle this, but IT IS WORTH IT. Let us tell you
of this opportunity. It costs you nothing to learn the facts
mon Ortiz, his brother in law. He is
expected home tonight.
Fred Mahboub, of llio Arriba comi- -
ty, who Is the nephew of Mrs. N'athan
Salmon, is ill with a catarrhal affec-
tion from which he has obtained but
little relief. He is staying at the home
'of Nathan Salmon.
F. C. Shallnart of Ainunuerriue, was
a business visitor here yesterday.-
M. K. Jewett of Albuquerque spent
yesterday in this city on business.
'
, F(, to(, ..
x R ,ughn as ,,,l,m,llil'onte after a tew days stay in:. Albtt-- !!,. w she nnrtielnMl.wl in
j11'0 Proceedings of the state feder.'- -h'" meeting and had a part in tin'
social gaities of the week.
'
SENATOR BARELA
WOULD REUISE THE
CONSTITUTION
Denver, Colo., March 2!L Senator
Caslmero liarela today introduced i'
joint resolution in the nate submit- -
ting to the voters at the s'.enera! dec-- '
turn in November, iu, a proposal lot
folding a constitutional convention
hill now goes to the governor. This
bill carries the emergency and s:iv -
ings clauses which will make it euec- -
t,ve as soon as it is ;vgneu uy
'governor and prevent its beint; lefer- -
I JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N. M.
F IT'S REAL ESTATE," IIAVWARD HAS IT." T"
I PROTECT THAT EASTER HAT FROM RAIN I
Prince, Catherine Zook and Elizabeth revise me stale consu uuon. .no ik v as of au accumUatV0 character im- - j
Worth. Clames of all kinds, dainty 1 was taken. pressed the bear faction forcibly tofieshmenls and good cheer were alii The house passed on 'nud reading day nn( there was onf!,,..CSH to cover:
on the bill of fare, and the tots will all tle senate eight-hou- r bi'! ai'. . t.itig '1)a.(s
it .member the fifth birthday of Louif .3 jTt',000 persons in Coloiadn employed TiiniiniKliins fears regarding 1h
'
Wright. ' ,i" open pits, mines, smeller nni!ood ca)ll8,r0pIB alHl belief that th"
'
' lother hazardous occupations. The:, .,.,.. iBUU1! ,.m,i,i i, B,m,i,.r thj.r
: Or Other Elements by gettin? one of our HULL UMBRELLAS. There are I
I two kinds the "Suit Case" for traveling and the "detachable" for
general use. Prices from $2 to $7. A splendid, useful gift for a lady
or gentleman.
When callinq, nlau auk to see nur new assortment of "LA IAUSOAPtAHLS, ' ivhtoh tn'ui
z qlailden your ttyes. ,.
; H. C. VONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FRANCISCO STREEt :
Get Seeds that are Ac-
climated to this Local-
ity. They Will Give
the Best Results.
Santa Ee Hardware
& Supply Co.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
Vice - President.
Mid !
4 (South Side)
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO,
CAPITAL $50,30000
: Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
red to the voters. TheWinnipeg Man, March 29.it is the same bill that was adopted icanadian Pacific railw.ty announced
at the last election by m,0i") vote?, but today that it lias increased the wages
puis repealed by a second eight hour i0f engineers on its lines east of Foit
law which carried at the sani" dec- - j vuiiam ten percent and on lines wed.'
;tion by 3,000. The bill affects open xr Tort William five per cent. Neg".
ct.ts and pits, mines, smelters, rei'ue- - tiatlons have been in progress sine ;Uion works, cyanide works stamp mil!n January.land coke ovens.
I. Thf house also passed on tlvirri
G R
NOU JlCT0 BE REPAIRED.
g .a8SUmpUoii of risk bill" anil 'March i -- HearWashinMon. I). Ultho ,... nrovfl, ,. K,,, J .
THE STAR IBARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES. TWO AND FOUR NORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
N. B. LAUGHL1N, President.
J. B. LAMY,
WWHtMtMtWttWW
' ' '
.... ... . .. . . .. .iiunus snau ue aepositea jiro r d'a 1U
!.!, 1,,,,,1, ,,f .l.o
.
FEDERALS MARCH
RIGHT BACK AGAINI DON DIEGO ADDITION
..
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE AND INTO NACOriftf P(,arl
arbor' work u,," wl)icl''
v. as checked by the upheaval of the
In Precinct No.
O F E 1M .
Xaco, Ariz., March 2!). Again Gen-
eral Pedro Ojeda and his 400 federals
have cut their way through the state
troop lines and today are safe in Xaco,'
General Alfaro Obregon of the in
s,lrgents has ordered that no attack
See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the J
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City. J
Hay and Gram
Wholesale and Retail
We Buy and Sell for Cash. We Will Save You Money
on Your Feed Bills. Let us have aTrial
Order and Convince You.
THE SNTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Manager.
Phone 214 J 116 GALISTEO STREET.
W7 aill lLlllDcnunruu
MILLINERY
Our Prices Are Much
THE LOWEST.
MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave
"'
LOS ANGELES IS
linriN DPPADM INwnwinw I.wi wiii i i
WOMEN'S dress;
Los Annelcs. Calif.. .March 2. Of
ficers of the Los Angeles District Fed-
eration of Women's Clubs launched
today a campaign to banish the barrel
skirt, the draped dress an i the slit
gown as a menace to morals. A reso-
lution unanimously adopted directs
every Woman's club in the district to
carry on a dress crusade in schools,
'churches and department stores.
WALL STREET.
New York, .March 2:t.- - The stock
n arket closed strong. Indications
l'i;U(ll mwh ot tlu, buying of the week
fiI.8t Kup,)OSod) .1(Uied con-
;(j0Ilct, '
j
CANADIAN PACIFIC
INCREASES WAGES
,Aamirai it. sianioni, cnier Ol Hie oil
,,.., f vn,.,lu flM(l ,lnel.-- ft( ihn nnvv
(accompanied by Civil Engineer Fred-
erick It. Harris, of the Xew York navy
yard, started today for Honolulu,
j There they will make a profession: !
if xaminntlou of the ureal naval do k
bottom, and will devise means of
finishing the structure in time for the
opening of the Panama canal.
There Is more Catarrh in this sec-- :
tion of the country than ml other
diseases nut. together, and uuil .thei
last few years was supposed to oe in- -'
l:o a constitutional disease, and there-- !
fore requires constitutional treat
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufac
tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
Ohio, is the only constitutional cure
on the market. It is taken internally
ic doses from 10 drops to a teaspoon
ful. It acts directly on the blood and j
mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any case
u fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
,a.i,i,... t.-- t' ' "i, n
Sold 'by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pi'ls for censti
pation.
rii uirinvruTjumruu-uruvijnjnjv-f? 5
SATURDAY
MARCH 29
WILL BE
HEINZ
DAY
AT THE
MODERN GROCERY
Special Demonstration of the
57 VARIETIES 57
c by a neinz Representative.
We Will Also Demonstrate
G.
WASHINGTON
INSTANT
COFFEE
AND
National Biscuit
Co.'s Goods.
All are invited. You will
not be asked to buy. Re-
member the date,
SATURDAY.iMARCH 29,
at the
Modern Grocery Co.
b
IIUV IIIIIIIS IIIUNI UUUUU UU,
$ .65
$1.45
$1.45
$5 95
PHONE 180.
You Will Like
CALIFORNIA
Because there you will have a
chance to succeed. Tbere climate,
soil and water, in conjunction with
intelligent labor, work wonders.
Alfalfa, fruits, garden truck, poul-
try and dairy products point the
way to more than a mere living.
Colonist Excursions
March 15tb to April 15th
l!Uo. Thin w cond clusa tick-
ets from Santa Ke, N. M., to Los
San Francisco, &in Diego and
to ma:ij' other pwiiitb in C ifn
will be sold for $30.00. Corresponding
fare from points on otlu r Urn s In con-
nection with the Snnta Ke. Liberal
stopovtr privileges.
Throe fast trains daily from Kansas
City carry tourist and fre
chair cars. minis.
Kor tickets, reserva-
tions, information and
copy of "San Joaquin
Ynil.'y" folder, apply
H.S.LITZ, Aft., SANTA FE, N. M.
MRS. R.V.WINCHESTER,
TEACHER OF SINGING,
Studio, 119 Don Gaspar Avenue,
(MRS. SUMMERS)
WEDNESDAYS, THURSDAYS
oe mane on uie uoraer town until it: curable. For a great man.' years
may be done with the least danger to doctors pronounced it a local rtisease
American citizens and soldiers on the and prescribed local remedies, and
Arizona side. A strong partol of the by constantly failing to cure with
Fifth and Ninth United States cav- - local treatment, pronounced it incur-alry- s
is drawn up here. lable. Science has proven Catarrh to
I O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE REAL ESTATE SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St.,
i--r 1
aHENRY KRICIte--
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe. New Mex.
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License NambefS, 46-4- Day or NifM Phone, I JO Main.
Next Door to Pos toff ice.
PERSONALS;
F, W. .McNamara, the well known
salesman of Chicago, Is at the Palace,
'Dr. Florence Atkinson and Miss
Minnie Rohkan, of Chicago, are sight- -
seers at the Palace.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, county commis- -
sioner of Santa Fe county, arrived
last night from Galisteo. He is at the
European hotel.
Dr. E. Osmer, of Albuquerque, is at
thAtSiyM'
.1. deBaca of Las Ve- -
gas, arrived here last night on legal
hnnlnexH He i H.enmimtne.l l.v hl1 "
BIHiei.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boalt, of St. j
jl'aul, Minn., are sightseers registered '
at the Montezuma
J. G. Vincent, F. II. Frego, William
H. McCulla, E. Eisenhurst, Al John-- j
ston, Mrs. A. M. Calfee, all of Detroit,
Mich., are at the Montezuma.
Mr. and .Mrs. Gillett have returned
from the coast where they spent their
honeymoon. Mrs. Gillett was former- -
ly Miss Pearl Gallagher of this city
and very popular in the younger set.
Mrs. Frank Staplin has returned
from Taos, joining Chief Clerk Stap-
Im here, to remain until he concludes 1
the work of closing the final work ci
the legislative session.
Addison Hall returns today from
Denver where he has been the past
week, attending to matters of busi-
ness.
Kev. Leonidas Smith will not return
this evening, as expected, as he is ill
at Denting and will be detained a few
days before returning home.
w. m. cou, traveling ireigiu an- -
passenger agent of the D. & R. U., lefi
last night Tor Das Vegas, expecting to
return to Santa Fe tomorrow.
F. H. McIJride, joint agent N. M. C.
railroad and D. & R. G. Co., leaves
for Denver this morning accompan-
ied by his wife. Mr. McBride was
called to Denver to testify in a case
heard before the interstate com-
merce commission. They will return
to Santa Fe Tuesday April 1st.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Xiiding returned
this noon from Albuquerque whoro
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig-
nature is on each box. 25c.
H. S. KAUNE & GO,
Where Quality Governs the Price
and Price the Quality
Its not a new idea, but one
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The
purity and wholesomencss o'
all foods sold in our store
Is your best kind of Health
Insurance for you. inferior
goods are not sold by ns. We
leave that to those who wlsh
to take chances. HIGH
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
upon which we want .our
reputation to rest Please
remember this.
JUST RECEIVED
Another car load Of
Boss Patent Flour.
PURE FOODS
Monarch Canned Goods,
Richelieu Canned Ooods,
Hunt's Hand Peeled Califor-
nia Canned Fruits.
CHASE & SANBORN'S
Tea and Coffee.
Mm i co.
Where Prices are Lowest
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Bag-gag-e Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Telephone 9 W
SANTA FE, NEW MEX.
Telephone 19 W.
104 DON QASPER ST.
In yesterdalys fighting below i,ie
border, Ojeda, although surrounded
by more than loot) constitutionalists
(:ut through the lines and during the
night arrived at his old gurison at
Xaco. The federals lost five killed and
three wounded, while the state forces
lost three killed and twelve wounded.
The wounded, were taken to Douglas.
El Paso, Texas, March 29. The
American mining settlements about
Farrai, Chihuahua, today are c.,t oil
entirely from railway or telegraph
communication with the United States
or the interior of Mexico. Chihuahua,
constitutionalists cut the Mexican
Central railway below Chihuahua
City. The road previously had been
cut below Torreon.
SUFFRAGE (S
APPR0UED By
MR. R00SEUELT
Madison, Wis., March 29. In re-
sponse to a telegram sent by Richard
Lloyd Jones, asking that lie wire
Governor McGovern his position on
woman suffrage), Theodore Roosevelt
today telegraphed the governor as fol-
lows:
"I earnestly hope that all Progres-
sives in the Wisconsin legislature-wil- l
support the suffrage amendment. We,
in America, should lead the way in
this movement. We do not have to
point to what has been done abroad
The Pacific coast and Rocky mountain
states have tried the experiment and
it has worked admirably.
"There is no difference between the
the work of the best women and the
best men, and it seems to me sheer
nonsense, when both are doing the
highest kind of work for good citizen-
ship, that the artifleal line of sex
should be drawn, as regards one form
and only one form of that work, the i
exercise of the right of suffrage."
ESTANCIA SENDS
CARLOAD OF BEANS
TO SUFFERERS
Estancia, N. M., March 29. The
people of the Estancia valley have
rendered quick and effective aid to
the flood sufferers in Indiana and
Ohio by collecting and forwarding at
once, a carload of New Mexico beans
for which this valley is famous.
At the prevailing price of beans this
is a handsome donation and in ad-
dition it gives a sustaining and val-
uable food product to the stricken
people.
The beans were contributed from
all parts of ' the valley and this
prompt response to the appeals of the
flood sufferers reflects great credit up-
on the people of Estancia who believe
In doing good and at the same time in
adding to the prestige ot New Mexi-
co's title "The land of tfte bean."
FERTILIZERS
FINELY GROUND FOR LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES, TC.
. Lawn Dressing, per cwt $2.50
Blood and Bone Fertilizer, per cwt., . . . "" 2.95
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt., 2.75
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt., . 3.00
A5K TO SEE SAMPLES.
S.C.Buff Orpingtons
EGGS FOR HATCHING
$2.00.3 EGGS
The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer I
FRESH EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone 204 J. 315 Palace Ave.
NW MAYES
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room U
LAIGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FE - NEWJVlEICO
Herateh Pads of all descriptions an
all qualities, 10 pounds for 50 cent;
New Mexican offlo. -
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,
In the Cold
,
Weather a Rug or Carpet
ISA GREAT COMFORT, We have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Ma-de kugs to
attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some Handsome Furniture,
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which is dis--
played in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
which We are Going to Close Oat at Cot Prices from today
THE AKERS - WAGNER UNDERTAKING
' AND FURNITURE CO. I Jor 5fe Quality. iruinruinrjinjvinnflnnjuuvrii L
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA. CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000N. IVI. J. PALEN,President. L. A. HUGHES,Vice-Pre.ide- nt.Santa Fe New Mexican
Entered Second Class Matter at the Seta r Potoffic
The Santa Fo New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexican Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight Glddlngs Editor
William P. Brogau Associate Editor
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in tlie Stale. Organized in 1870.
rime la the teat of a bank'a endurance and strength.
Growth determlnea Ita adaptability to changing condi-
tions. This bank has succesefully withstood all the
country'a financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety aa of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that atlll
rules Ita policy, but the bank la not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
t-day needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit ani Deposit
opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Ex-
change Sales and Purchases effected. Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
It is Important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givin- g bank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funda for our t me Certificates
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your bankl.ig
business.
Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch, Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabiua or rooms in main building. Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
Yours?SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per vear, by null M.00 Dally, par qsartsr, ay mill SI.H
Dally, lU monlhi, by mall S2.5I Dally, par quarter, by earrttr VM
Weekly, par year D1.0D Watkly, six months 31
Booklet Free on Request
THE VALLEY RANCH, VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
: C assertions mav be believed that most t:;at always seems to charm (1)3
"AH of Today's News Today" i REMARKS mmL cf the federal appointments
in New stranger who comes there, and makes
Mexico in the past went to "political him w ant to stay. Taos has great ui
Sierra Free Press. , developed opportunity, but one present
Time To Move the Well. j handicap, it is twenty-liv- miles from
If the women folks are left to fetch ia railroad, and thus shut oft from lh'5
water and bring in wood and coal, in big markets, leaving but little inceri-goo-
conscience the well and the woo ! tive to grow big crops and expand
'
shed ought to be just as near the bac.i agriculturally. But the old town i.3
door as it is possible to have them. gc ing to grow because its people arc
Ii the man of the house takes it upon going to hustle to make it.
J. B. READ,
Cashier.
FRANK McKANE,
Assistant Cashier.We have with us again, I'ncie Tom.
, ...
m m m
t
And Santa Fe contributed promptly
nnd generously to the flood sufferers.
FOUR PER CENT (4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITSPHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J
himself to nttenri to these chores, it Is That's the point I want to make. ItSenator I.a Follette is again insist
atever pretty safe to assume that he won't! Taos citizens are willing to get outing that he is a Republican w
that may mean. wear out any more shoe .leather tha-- i and hustle as they are doing, with
is necessary doing them. Carlsb'ti Hie drawbacks it has why cant the
"Dignity of the Dime," is the sub-
ject of an editorial in the Las Vegas
Optic. Yes, Padg, times are hard.
Current.
Back to the Dark Ages.
There seems to be a very general
doubt as to the ability of any system
men of
SANTA FE
join together with heart and soul and
boost, with all their might, getting
behind the chamber of commerce
here, and give it support and encour-
agement, which is so necessary to
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
1 19 Don Gaspar Avenue.
too much attention to providing New Mexico ".'ith an assess- -People pay
how March comes in and how March ment which nearly approaches being
THE TICKET.
The non-par- t izan ticket placed in the field offering to the voters of ihr
ity candidates for the school board can be mentioned only in words o(
commendation.
It comprises a representative citizenship, and the novelty of having
the names of two women of Santa Fe, well known and respected, gives it a
strength that only can be determined when election day has passed and the
ballots have been counted.
It is an innovation in the politics of the Ancient City, and the result wi'1
W' watched with compelling Interest.
We cannot too highly commend the nomination of Harry H. Dornian. 1I?
is one of our most energetic and live citizens when any matter comes up that
is tor the advancement and prosperity of our city and as a member of tlK
school board the value of his services could scarcely be overestimated.
Marccliiio Carcia. the well known and successful merchant, has bee.)
toes out and not enough attention to an equitable one. If this were true it
might be advisable to revert to the old imake any cause a success?the behavior of March while here.
'Roman system of farming out tlioj People come here for the first time
taxes. This is still in vogue in parts and are amazed. They say to us:
of old Mexico. A corporation could j "Why, you do not realize what you
The announcement that the supply
of maple syrup is short this year, will
have no visible effect upon the grocery
supply labeled as "Pure Maple Syrup."
be formed to assess and collect the have got." I wonder sometimes if we
taxes, and no doubt it would do it very do. j
thoroughly. Silver City Independent. I know this: That some of our busilong recognized as one of the prominent leaders when any public matter j . How About Jimmy? jness men are not taking an interest
Our state senator, W. M. McCoy, in the advancement of the city. They
comes out of the second session of nir seem to be afraid to opeii the gate
state legislature, a bigger man in the to let more people in for fear more
lias been under consideration, and is recognized as one of the most popula Joa Hunters are asKing unai riesi-- j
citizens of Santa Fe. lie will poll a heavy vote, beyond question. dent Wilson did with that open door
For twenty years or more Dr. Harrison has lived in Santa Fe, attending policy he announced would prevail at
to his work and mingling among our people with the quiet, unassuming man j White House
'eyes of the people than when he was people will bring more business
o! elected to that assembly. He has houses, and they seem to fear competi- -
The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Larje Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
i Kansas City sent a carload Bhown himself a man eiuable of dis- - tlon
Why, it is a fact, that people have j
tier that has been so characteristic 01 mm, always noiumg ine respect nnu
confidence of all with whom he came in contact. Doctor Harrison would
be a valuable official as a school board member.
Mrs. Jacob Weltmer's qualities are always mentioned in superlative.'
Among members of all political parties no words are ever spoken of her
that do not bespeak the highest confidence In her as a representative Ameri
pajamas to the flood sufferers.
Really, we can think of nothing more
suitable for a lot of hungry, halfj
cernlng the right and following the
dictates of his conscience.
HiB acts in the legislature havedrowned people than nice pink pa- been above suspicion and his vote win.can woman, and one whose judgment and patriotic spirit would be manifest (jamas.
in any public position. j
Mrs. J. W. Mayes has been an active nnd an earnest worker in woman's The legislative chaplain in Arizona
club affairs and she has taken an especial interest in all matters that pertain jwho prayed for "newspapermen and
to our public schools. As a student of these questions, she is particularly other busybodies" may have made a
iu every instance, be found recorded
iu the interests of the people. The
bosses have no terror for this young
man. Truly, Torrance county has a
stlate senator. Willard Record.
come here to invest in real estate and
have actually been advised not to!
Think of it, men In a city, doing
business here, knocking their own
town! It does not seem possible that
such a thing could be. and as long a.i
any of our citizens take that attitude,
we cannot expect to see Santa Fe taVe
the position that it should.
It is time for concerted action on
the part of all our citizens. It is time
that we awakened a spir-
it. It is time for a little enthusiasm
instead of somnolency, it is time to
ibit with the legislators, but how far his
AS THE BYSTANDERSEES IT
well qualified for the position to which she has been nominated.
The ticket thus personified certainly presents elements of unusual
strength and deserves the support of the Santa Fe citizenship looking for
improvement and growth of interest in our public schools.
0 .
THEIR KNELL SOUNDED.
The New Mexican has noted ti nt, with the exception of but two or threi
newspapers, whose ownerships t.re so well known as to occasion no sur
How About That Fire Insurance? ;
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
prayers went in other directions is a
matter of speculation. j
...
Cleveland has deposed the golden i
rule chief of police and New York has j
deposed quite a few golden rule of--
fleers. Apparently, however, while '
they had jobs, they made it a rule
, forget little past differences and perSHE'S HERE.
Nell Rose is here.
never to overlook any gold. Don't get excited, you gay Loth-
arios. This does not mean any joy or Think About It! -- Then Act
sonal feelings and get into the game.
1 here is no use In talking, the tow.i
that don't boost is a dead one It has
been demonsrated over and over.
The town that possesses a citizen-
ship that believes in joining hands in
advertising, in getting its name known
aiid its advantages understood, is M.t
A sale of "lost" packages was held j pleasure or social enjoyment for you,
in K Paso the other day and the priu- - but rather pain and labor and closer THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPANY
cipal articles found, when the pack-- 1 figuring
It means a more close acquaintance
with the millinery stores, but in thisjtjwn that prospers and grows big GENERAL AGENTS, SANTA FE, N. M
ages were unwrapped were Mexican
hats and Mauser rifles. It looks like
up. investigation was in order.
...
The passage of the Webb law
against shipping liquor into dry terri
instance also, only in a secondary po-- . I cannot understand that spirit that
sition although a very important one, in afraid of growth, the spirit that
the payer for the finery. would retard, the spirit that would
Nell Rose, understand is a myth as j keep a town small. If there is any
to far as personality is concerned, but a such spirit in Santa Fe now, inoculatetory will cause the bootleggers
WOODY S STAGE LINE
prise, the press of this state has been practically a unit in denouncing tin;
tactics of the Old Guard Republican machine and the dilatory methods of
the last legislature.
II is rot the intention of th's newspaper to resurrect the departed ghost
of New Mexico's first law making body, but since the senate is to hold ove;
lor another term, just a word at this time may be helpful .in the light of
future law making.
farge and small, the weekly pieBS of this state, has fearlessly and openly
attacked the Old (iuard and denounced its methods. All of which means
that the people of the state are sick and tired of the tactics that have
dominated Xew Mexico politics in the past and that there is going to be a
hange.
Likewise, the press of the state has upheld the action of the governcr
iu the use of his veto power at the recant session, showing that the ques
I low of county salaries is well understood by the rank and filo of the voters.
Whether or not there will be an extra session, this newspaper neither
knows nor cares, since the legislature had ample opportunity to have en-
acted the needed legislation white in session, even including a county salary
bill that would have been acceptable to the people if not to the remnants
of the Old (iuard party organization.
But one thing is certain, anci that is that the people of this state,
through their newspapers, have been thoroughly informed as to the kind oi
a legislature and the kind of legislation with which the governor had tc
ueal and the people are standing ready to uphold the hand of the governor
in the future as in the past.
Any unbelieving gangster who doubts the accuracy of the statement
would do well to subscribe for about fifty weekly newspapers published at
random over the state. Some of their comments are interesting.
manufacture all they use now instead
of only a part of it which it may be
remarked, is certainly hard on the pur-
chaser.
.
"The probabilities are that Gover
very suusiuiuiui element 111 ictimj. u wuit uie uuuei buiuui.
It's the color on or the color of herj Santa Fe has, indeed, much. Few
hat, and one of those Wilson girls is! places have as much in the way of at
the cause of all the trouble. j tractions and advantages. Let us
It's just a fad, but that does not pet behind the chamber of commerce,
make it any easier for the chap who 'all of us, and boost with all our might.
Let us put this beloved old city ou
the map.
nor McDonald is not nearly so sick as has to pay for It, and when it comes
some of his political enemies would to the fad question the average e
him be," says the El Paso Times, j man has a heart of flint. She'll follow- -
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Means, 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 59c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.
New York Chop Suey, 60c.
Probably he is not as sick as some of that fad, no matter what it costs her
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacka and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudc
station.
his political enemies, politically speak I in looks or what it costs a man in AUXILIARY TO BE
FORMED BY MEN TO
SEWING CIRCLE
money. !f it made her look like a hob- -ir.g at least.
bled chimpanzee, she'd follow it just
One enterprising chamber of com- - the same
merce wired the governor of Ohio that
its city would sell potatoes to the
If the color made her look as ugly
as the face of the Indian on the new! Picture Rocks, Pa., March kel,
it would not phase her for a 'The mere men of this picturesqueflood sufferers at thirty cents a bushel.
Even potatoes at thirty cents a car auxmoment: so. becoming or unbecoming, rockland town have formed an
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
iliary to the local women's thimble
C'ub, and are demanding their rights
an citizens.
The husbands and intend-to-be'- s oi
she's going to wear Nell Rose.
But as a matter of fact, this Nell
Rose thing is pretty. I would not
really imagine it would harmonize
Department of the Interior,
load would be no attraction In the fix
those flood sufferers were In.
...
Giddy Life in a Small Town, Too.
The Fort Scott Tribune tells of a
Kansas City man who visited recently
his "country cousin" in Fort Scott.
mero, Jose Manuel Gonzales, Mafias
Rael, all of (Agua Fria) Santa Fe.
New Mc-xic-
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
T7. S. Land Office at oanta Fe. N. M
March 3, 1913
Notice is hereby given that Fran
with all styles of beauty, but speaking jtiio women of the club accepted the
of it just as a color, it is really "a i invitation of the latter an dbrought
dream." their sewing bags and other equip- Cisco Brlto, of Santa Fe, N. M., wh,
It brightens the landscape, and if;i.ient for work. After spending some on Jan. 16, 1908, made HomesteadThe man from the city, wishing to ex-
plain the joys of metropolitan life, she wants to wear it, why bless her time in doing fancy work, in daring; Entry No. 12864-0543- for SB 14
said: "We have certainly been hav- - heart, let her, even if you do have to their wives' hose and other household j NE3 B 2 SE 4 Sec 26, NB 14
ing fun the last two days. Thursday go with holes in your socks to get it (duties, the men organized an auxiliary NB Section 35, Tjwnshlp 16 N
NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
1, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that
Thomas W. Roberts, of Santa Fe, N.
M., who, on February 6, 1909, made
under the name of "The Men's Sewing Range 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
and elected the Rev. I. N,
F.arle chairman. The motto, "What
nied notice of intention to make nvo
year proof, to establish claim to the
Und above described, before Register
we automobtied to the country ctuniforher.
and golfed until dark, then we trollled Nobody will see the holes but every-bac-
to town and danced until morn- - body will see Nell Rose.
Ing." The country cousin was notj OF COURSE WE CAN.
slumped in the least, so he began tell- - The other day j beard a santa Fe
Ing of some of the pleasures of simple cjti:.en, a man who is a worker, too,
life. "We have purty good times here, for the city's advancement, make the
soever a man sews that also mut be
r p," was unanimously adopter, after and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, ac
GlUE SCIENCE A SHOW.
Are doctors and other scientist capable of giving a square deal to one
of their number who has found something of value they all pretend to be look-
ing for? Is there something about the study of science that makes a man
so careful of guarding an old method that he will not recognize in fact,
will do all in bis power to belittle the discovery of a fellow scientist?
As a matter of fact, denunciation, contempt and frequently exile have
been the prizes drawn by some of the world's greatest benefactors.
Whatever the motive of the physicians and surgeons in the attitude they
have adopted toward Dr. Friedrich Franz Friedmann's alleged cure for tuber-
culosis, their actions serve but to recall similar treatment, and even worsts,
(hat has been accorded other medical pioneers.
Hippocrates, the first great physician, was .looked upon by the moBt
of the learned men of his time as a fakir, a crazy man, and people were
vised to pay little attention to his teachings. Galen, the man who discovered
the nervous system, the muscular structure, the value of the pulse in de-
termining a patient's condition, was driven out of Rome by the doctors not
by the people whom he had healed. Harvey, who discovered the circulation
of the blood in the Sixteenth Century, was denounced by the physicians
and surgeons of that time in the bitterest manner.
Science and medicine were young in the day of these men.
Hut what of Jenner, the man who found smallpox vaccine; Simpson,
who perfected anesthesia with chloroform; Pasteur and Lister? The latter
were conipartively of recent dale. When Jenner found that what he called
cowpox would immunize a person from smallpox he was most vigorously con
demned not only by doctors, but by the preachers. It wasn't until Jenaer
had innoculated a dear relative with vaccine and then deliberately tried
unsuccessfully to infect him with smallpox germs that the doctors woultf
pay the slightest attention to him. And It was a long time before they
t;ave him more than their attention. Indeed, there are still people who refuse
to believe in the value of vaccine In smallpox.
Pasteur was first greeted with jeers when he announced his germ
theory and Lister faced a storm of abuse in London when he began his anti-
septic surgery and rendered death a leas certain follower of an opera
tion.
Santa Fe, N. M., on the lfith day ofwhich a dinner was participated in,
presumably served served by the men
too. The other day we buggled out to nncunoement that he was afraid that
April, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Marcelino Sandoval, Canuto Ortiz,
Cesario DeLora, Mateo DeLora, all
of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL P. OTEJRO,
Register
VnclG Neds and went out to the back jit would be a difficult matter to getlot where we baseballed all afternoon.' th.i people here to take hold and
In the evening we sneaked in the j boost and make a success of the work
attic and pokered until morning." !c.f the chamber of commerce.
j just a few minutes afterward I
Homestead Entry No. 08716, for S 2
SW 4 Sec. 2 and N 2 NW Sec-
tion 11, TownBhi 16 N., Range 9 E
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before Register and Receiver,
V. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 11th day of April, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Tl.cmas Delgado, W. M. Ferry, Samuel
Failer, E. H. Baca, all of Santa Fe, N.
M -
v
MANUEL B. OTERO,
Register.
$3,000,000 SAVED
BY BEING A BRIDE
Loston, March 29. Wedding be'U,
it is said, will soon be ringing for MisswhichAMONG THE EDITORS.
raid IJ":that the commerce Mary Bell Shedd, of Lowell, the mostthere was busy and the business men 'talked woman in Middlesex county. PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLDPut never follows the use of Foley'sHoney and Tar Compound. It stops
the cough, heals the sore and Inflam-
ed air passages, and strengthens the
i were back of it and that the secretary Under the terms of the will of herThey Were Not Disappointed.
Everyone is anxiously waiting I(-- r Carlos P. Dunn, was sending out good father, Freeman, B. Shodd, who waj athe governor to veto the bill creatin Lings. The genuine is In a yellow
package with beehive on carton. Re
advertising stuff to call attention tojpertume manufacturer. Miss ShedJ
the town and its advantageous sur-jvi- lose about $3,0t)(',0N0 unless sho
roundings. and has ch 'u. en. As soon ns fuse substitute. For sale by all drug- -
the new county. Portales Herald.
Charity and Post Offices.
From the way that proffers of am-
bassadorships are turned down by the
patriots, it must be that they agree
i, n t i. ..;.. . i, . i r i. Tr.i.wi
1 thought, then, that if Taos could l became known tho y ung woma E?sts.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.suctain a chamber of commerce andhave the business men back of it to Mr Shedd died ,n F'or'da leaving
about $3,f00,00: ind a vidow anfi Department of the Interior,surelyTriv,,,n bf'P make the place knownSanta Fe could. U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. MFebruary 27, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
daugther. When the will was filed it
j was found that Mrs. Shedd and her
Manuel Romero, of Santa Fe, New
Where Pride is Justified. j Ever been to Taos?
The cashier of the National Bank c f j It is located in one of the most
Cnrlsbad gave Editor Reed one oC: beautiful valleys in the whole west
those new nickels the other day, and Into this wide stretching valley five
he came out in a card of thanks in j streams run, with water as clear as
the Argus. We don't blame Reed, if crystal and cool as that from the
Mexico, who, on August 22, 1912, filed
notice of intention to make Una.
oaughter are provided for during tneir
lives. They will have the income of
'he money, but they cannot dispose of
it unless Miss Shedd marries and has
children. In case she leaves no chil
ilitn at the time of her death the
lomiey will be divided among the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Eepartment of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
1. 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Roberto
Armijo, of Golden, N. M., who, on
December 17, 1907, made Homestead
Entry 05203, No. 12570, for SE
Section 14, Township 13 N., Range ft
E., N, M. P. Meridian, has filed no-
tice of Intention to make five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above descrbed, before H. C. KlnselL
U S. Commissioner at Stanley, N. M.,
on
.the 14th day of April, 1913.
' Claimant names as witnesses:
Pablo Aranda, Nicholas Montoya,
Manuel Vigil, Dan Wright all of Gold-
en, N. M. ?A
. MANUEL B. OTEaO.
- Register.
But the medical world is not the only one that has suffered. Columbus
was called crazy because he believed the world round; Fulton was abused
when he built a steamboat; Westinghouse peddled the air brake from office
to office before he could get a hearing from a railroad man; Bell was
laughed at when he seriously proposed the telephone; Morse had to wit.v
stand inauy abuses and unkind words while he was trying to put the telo
graph before the people; Langley died of a broken heart because of the
ridicule to which his aeroplane was subject.
The list could include almost every epoch making discovery and inven-
tion. And it must be borne in mind that the men whose abuse was greatest,
whose criticism was keenest and whose contemptuous laughter was loudest,
wore those engaged in busiuess the invention was trying to benefit.
Is there something in this like the attitude of printers that cauaei
Mergenthaler to go on the verge of starvation before he could get his typr-castin-
machine (the Unotype) on the market, or is it like the attitude
of the express companies toward the government's adoption of the parcel
Yon aerer can tell aud without expressing any opinion regarding Dr.
-- mAan' discovery, it miy still be pointed out what other pioneers have
suffered.
somebody was good enough to give U3
a new nickel we'd get swelled up about
rock shaded spring. The soil is rich
and deep and easy of cultivation. It
is capable of raising splendid crops i Kerry School of Rome, Oa the Nortl
with fruit that is par excellence. The
proof in support of his claim - under
Sec. 16 and 17 of the Act of March 3,
189T (26 Stats., 854) as amended by
the Act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats
470) for Lots 1 and 2, Sec 33, T. 17
N and Lot 3, Sec. 4, T, 16 N., add
Sec. 33, T. 17 N., R. 9 E., containing
in all 40.11 acres, before the Register
and Receiver, V. S. Land Office, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on April 15, 1911L. ;
Claimant names as witnesses:
Condelaria RomeroH Ascenolon Ro
!' too. Lakewood Progress.
More Lame Ducks Soon.
President Wilson has made it plain
that he will adopt and enlarge the
merit system in federal service during
field Seminary, of the city of Lowell,
and the General Hospital.
Miss Shedd is sole executrix of tht
wilt.
climate Is a delight, never ceasing.
And Taos itself? It is in a class by
itself. It is quaint in Its appearance,
with a big volume of business done,his administration. In New Mexico,
at least, this should result in numer-- aving within Its gates some of tht Ads alwaysNew Mexican Want
bring results. Try Itcus early vacancies If Senator Fall'3 best people that live, and a place
AflTA FE NEW MXICAN
"1
"I
To Be Given Away Absolutely Free by
The aimltai Fe Mew MexDeaen
The Hew Mexican Review, and El Nuevo Mexicano
1 To the IVide-Awak- e, Energetic Men and Women (married or single) of Santa Feand the State of New Mexico
Rules and Regulations
The contest officially opens Monday, April Tth, 1913, at 9 o'clock, A. M., and
closes Saturday, May l!)i:S, at ! o'clock I M.
Any man or woman (young or old iiiHiTicti or single j who is a resworn oi
Mexico is elisriblo to enter this contest andSanta Fe or the state of New
Who May Enter the Contest
The prime molive of this contest is to secure now subscrip-
tions to The New Mexican, New Mexican Review and El Nuevo Mexicano.
The plan adopted is the fairest and most impartial conceivable.
This is not a "beauty" nor "popularity" contest, but a strictly competitive
proposition for enterprising men and women.
The contest is open to every man and woman (old or young married or
single) of Santa Fe and the state of New Mexico.
All that is necessary to enter this contest and complete for the valuable
prizes offered is to clip the nomination blank appearing below, fill in name and
address, and bring or mail to the contest department of The New Mexican. Im-
mediately upon receipt of the nomination coupon the candidate nominated will
be entered in the race with 5,000 votes and full information, receipt blank, etc.,
will be sent. These 5,000 votes are given by The New
Mexican as a starter ONLY ONE NOMINATION
compete for a prize.
It is not absolutely necessary to be a subscriber to The New Mexican in
order to enter the contest. The only restrict ion placed upon nominations
is that the candidate be of good standing in his or her community. The
New Mexican reserves the right to reject any nominations that they see lit.
The winners of the prizes will he derided by the number of votes received,
said votes being represented by coupons dipped from the papers and by
ballots issued on subscriptions.
5. Voles cannot be purchased outright. Every dol-
lar accepted through the contest department
Grand Capital Prize
must apply on subscriptions.
(!. Cash must accompany all orders where votes are
desired. There will be no exceptions to this
rule. Votes will not be issued on back receipts
covering past payments.
7. Votes must bo asked for at the time of paying
subscription, otherwise the subscriber waives
the privilege of voting.
8. Votes are not transferable. Candidates cannot
withdraw in favor of another. Should a can-
didate withdraw, his or her votes will bo can-
celled.
9. All votes issued on subscriptions may be held in
reserve as long as desired, and polled at any
time up to and including the last day of the
contest.
10. Subscriptions mav be secured anywhere in the
COUPON WILL BE COUNTED FOE EACH CAN-
DIDATE. However, you are at liberty to secure as
many vote coupons (good for 100 votes) as you can
get, and full credit will be given for all that are sent
in. Candidates are expected "to enter this contest of
their own accord. Do not wait for someone else to
send your name. If you do not care to compete in this
big prize competition, send in the name of some friend
or relative. By so doing you might bo the means of
that friend or relative winning a valuable prize, and he
or she would be under everlasting obligations to you
for having called their attention to this splendid oppor-
tunity.
It docs not cost you one penny to enter this race
and compete for a prize. It is not even necessary for
you to be a subscriber. It is all to win and nothing to
lose.
Enter your name now TODAY.
Dim
wide, wide world, and votes will be issued ac-
cording to the regular voting schedule. Candi-
dates arc not confined to their own town or dis-
trict in securing votes or subscriptions, but may
take subscriptions anywhere.
. Any person or firm who is a subscriber at the
time this contest is announced, Saturday,
March 22nd, 1913, will bo considered an OLD
subscriber. Discontinuing The New Mexican
ami subscribing a few days later does not con-
stitute a NEW subscription under the-rule- s of
this contest, nor changing one subscription to
How Votes Are
Secured
There are two ways to get votes in this contest
(and votes get prizes), one of which is by clipping the
coupons which appear daily in The New Mexican, and
weekly in The New Mexican Review and El Nuevo
Mexicano. The other, and better way, is by securing
subscriptions to The Ne wMexican, New Mexican He- -
1st District
$450 Story & Clark Piano
$200 Motorcycle
$150 Diamond Ring
$100 Trip to Pacific Coast
$75 Scholarship
$25 Gold Watch
2nd District
$450 Story & Clark Piano
$200 Motorcycle
$150 Diamond Ring '
$100 Trip to Pacific Coast
$75 Scholarship
$25 Gold Watch
3rd District
$450 Story & Clark Piano
$200 Motorcycle
$150 Diamond Ring
$100 Trip to Pacific Coast
$75 Scholarship
$25 Gold Watch
4th District
$450 Story & Clark Piano
$200 Motorcycle
$150 Diamond Ring
$100 Trip to Pacific Coast
$75 Scholarship
$25 Gold Watch
XX
xx
xx
XX
'XX
XX
::
::
xx
H
xx
XX
4
XX
another name at the same address.
12. No employee of The New Mexican or his or her
immediate family is eligible to enter this con-
test,
13. In case of a tie, the prize will be equally divided
between the tying candidates.
11. Any question that may arise will bo decided by
The New Mexican and its decision will be abso-
lute and final.
15. In accepting nominations candidates must agree
to abide by the above conditions.
Division of Districts H
view 'and El Nuevo Mexicano. The number of votes
allowed on subscriptions depends on the period and
the length of time subscription is paid. (See. voting
schedule below.) In sending in subscriptions be sure
to state whether subscriber is old or new, giving full
address, giving street and number, and rural route, if
any. By so doing it will eliminate delays and facilitate
the handling of subscriptions.
Candidates should use that portion of the receipt
.
book intended for the purpose in sending in money for
subscriptions.
How Prizes wil Be
Awarded
The Capital prize $1,000 in gold will be award-
ed the candidate securing the greatest number of votes
in the entire contest, regardless as to where he or she
resides in the state of New Mexico.
The state of New Mexico has been divided into
four districts. (See Division of Districts elsewhere.)
Each district is separate and distinct and have their
own individual set of prizes, and candidates in one dis-
trict do not compete with candidates in other dis-
tricts except in the case of the capital prize $1,000 in
gold.
The candidates securing the greatest number of
votes in each of the four districts will be awarded a
$450 Story-- & Clark piano; the candidate se-
curing the second highest number will be awarded a
$200.00 Motorcycle; the third highest, a $150.00 dia-
mond ring; fourth highest, a vacation trip to Los An-
geles, San Francisco, Salt Lake City, Denver and re-
turn; fifth highest, a $75.00 Scholarship, and
There Will Be No Losers
The Santa Fe New Mexican is giving this contest
and the management guarantees each and every candi-
date an absolute fair and square deal. The New Mexi-
can has the reputation of being "square, fair and
above-board-
'' and this big prize contest will be no ex-
ception to the rule, and candidates may rest assured
that all will be treated with strict impartiality and the
prizes awarded just as advertised.
The final counting of the votes and the awarding
of the prizes will be placed in the hands of a committee
of prominent business and professional men whose
names will appear in an early issue of The New
In order to equalize the competition and afford can-
didates in the remotest: sections of the state the same
opportunity to win a prize as those who reside right here
in the city of Santa Fe, the state of New Mexico bus
been divided into four districts. Each district has a
separate and distinct list of prizes. In fact, there are
four big prize contests, all being run under one general
head. The division of districts is as follows:
District No. 1. Includes the city and county of Santa
Fe.
District No. 2. Includes the counties of Sandoval, San
Miguel, Taos, Mora, Colfax, Union and I?io Arriba,
which embraces such cities and towns as Las Ve-
gas, Bernalillo, Mora, Itnton, Clayton, Taos, and '
Tierra Amarilla and "others.
District No. 3. Includes the counties of Bernalillo,
San Juan, McKinlej-- , Valencia, Socorro, Sierra,
Grant, Luna and Dona Ana, which embraces such
cities and towns as Albuquerque, Gallup, Farming-ton- ,
Aztec, Lagunn, Socorro, Magdalena, llills-bor- o,
Silver fit)', Lordshurg, Doming, Las Cruces
and others.
District No. 4. Includes the counties of Torrance,
Guadalupe, Quay, Curry, Roosevelt, Lincoln, Cha-
ves, Otero and Eddy, which embraces such cities
and towns as Estancia, Vaughn, Santa Eosn, Fort
Sumner, Tucumcari, Clovis, Melrose, Fortales,
Carrizozo, Lincoln, Jtoswcll, Alamogordo, Tula-ros-
Carlsbad, Artesia and others. '
Every candidate who enters this contest and turns
in subscriptions will positively be rewarded for bis or
her effort. Those who do not secure enough votes to be
among the twenty-fiv- e prize winners when the contest
closes will be paid a commission of 5 per-cen- t on all
subscription money turned in during the contest. This
assures compensation to every active candidate. YOU
CANNOT LOSE. Therefore, enter your name or that
of a friend at once and start out to win one of the
twenty-fiv- e valuable prizes, valued at $5,000. Some-
one from somewhere will win that princely sum $1,000
in gold. Why not you?
Address All Subscriptions and Inquiries tosixth highest, a $25 gold watch. There are six prizes
for each of the four districts, besides the capital prize
$1,000 in gold making in all twenty-fiv- e rich prizes,
valued at $5,000. See list of prizes elsewhere on this
page.
Contest EDept. of The Santa Fe Hen Mexican
Santa Fe, New Mexico
The Subscription Price of the SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, NEW MEXICAN REVIEW
and EL NUEVO MEXICANO and Number of Votes Issued on Each Subscription
FIRST PERIOD
Up to and Including April 19th
the following votes will be issued on
subscriptions :
NEW MEXICAN.
SECOND PERIOD
From April 21st to May 3rdthe following votes will be
on subscriptions :
NEW MEXICAN.
THIRD PERIOD
From May 6th to May 17th
the following votes will be
on subscriptions :
NEW MEXICAN.
FOURTH PERIOD
From May 19th to Mav 24th, In.
elusive, the following votes will be
issued on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE
Contest
Officially Opens
Monday
April 7th, 19131
Contest
Officially Closes
Saturday
ay 24th, 1913
VOTES
Old or
New
4.000
10,000
25,000
60,000
200,000
VOTES
Old or
New
3,000
8,000
20,000
50,000
150,000
VOTES
Old or
New
2.000
6,000
18,000
40,000
125,000
VOTES
Old or
New
1,000
4.000
12,500
30,000
100,000
Mail Carrier
3 Mo S 1.25 1.50
6 2.50 3.00
1 year 6.00 6.00
2 " 10.00 12.00
6 " 25.00 30.00
Mail Carrier
3 Mo $ 1.25 . S 1.60
6 " 2.50 3.00
1 year 5.00 6.00
2 " 10.00 12.00
5 " 25.00 30.00
Mail
3 Mo 1.25
6 " 2.50
1 year. ..... 5.00
2 " 10.00
5 " 25.00
Carrier
S 1.50
3.00 '
fi.ro
12.00
30.00
Mail Carrier
3 Mo 1.25 $ 1.50
6 " 2.50 3.00
1 year 5.00 6.00
2 " 10.00 12.00
5 " 25.00 30.00
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.
PRICE
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.
PRICE VOTES
Old or
Mail New
I year. 1.00 3,000
! ". 2.00 8,000
5 " 6.00 25,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR ELNUEVO MEXICANO.
PRICE VOTES
Old or
Mail New
1 year S 1.00 2.500
2 " 2.00 7,5005 " 6.00 20,000
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW OR EL
NUEVO MEXICANO.
PRICE VOTES
Old or
Mall New
1 year. $ 1.00 800
2 " 2.00 3.500
6 " 6.00 12,600
VOTES
Old or
New
1,800
5,000
18.000
Mall
.$ 1.00
. 2.00
. 5.00
1 yrar.
2 " ..
6 " ..
' 3
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Enter Your Name Now-Tod- ay. It Costs Nothing to Try. There Will be No Losers
H Four $450 Story & Clark Pianos
PURCIIASICD OF LKARNARD-LIXDEMA- CO., ALBUQU ERQUK,8
n
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First Prizes for Each District.
MUSIC HATH ClIAIiMS. This is ilouhlv true if. you have your own in-
strument with which to invent (he music. The powers of music have been
the subject for thought of philosophers, the poetry of gifted writers ami the
wonder of metaphysicians. Anything that tends to improve and cultivate
the liner sense is to be valued, and it is generally conceded that the piano lias
come to occupy "a sphere all of its own in this part of the world's work. The
New Mexican,' therefore offers four brand new ifl.V) Story & Clark pianos
us first prize for each of the four districts.
Some of the most eminent musical authorities have unreservedly declared
that the Story & Clark piano is the piano for the home. Its fea-
tures are tone, scale, action and construction, representing the most perfect
application of science and skill in piano-makin- g, producing a
two-fol- d result.
First : Greater possibilities in artistic musical rendition for the accomplished
musician. Second: Wider opportunities to develope musical talent for the
student of music. The Story & Clark piano is calculated to be an ornament
to the finest home. These instruments have been ordered direct from the
factory, and will be on display within the next two or three weeks at The
Learnard-Lindcma- n Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
tfir '' V
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Four $200 Indian Motorcycles
PURCHASED OF NEAL & KIRKPATRICK AGENTS, SANTA FE, N. M.
Second prizes for each district.
Motorcycles are growing more popular every day. Nearly everyone, wheth-
er residi' I; in the city or country, wants a motorcycle. The machines, which
are off r .1 here as second prize for each of the four districts, are the regular
model 4 II. P. single cylinder Indian, valued at $200 each.
The INDIAN is a motorcycle as complete and satisfying-a- s the most exact-
ing ride could demand. The prime essentials of power, speed, flexibility,
comfort, reliability and ease of control are positively superb in each instance.
In addition, the 1913 INDIAN embodies a host of improvements and minor
refinements which further elevates it toward the summit of mechanical per-
fection.
To state that all track records officially accepted by the Federation of
American Motorcyclists during 1912 are held by the INDIAN seems almost
sufficient evidence of its supremacy in speed, power and endurance. Wher-
ever the INDIAN is entered in competition at home or abroad its record has
been an almost monotonous repetition of victories, both on the road and
track. The INDIAN'S best time for one mile is 36 4-- 5 seconds, a record
speed of nearly 98 miles an hour.
Of the INDIAN'S big leadership in popularity, conclusive proof may be
found by "counting the Indians' on the road" ; by examining the State rec-
ords of registration; by comparing the output of the various motorcycle fac- -'
tories; and by the enthusiastic praise of every INDIAN rider.
After careful consideration The New Mexican selected the INDIAN as its
prize motorcycles. These machines were purchased of Neal & Kirkpatrick,
Santa Fe, N. M., local agents for the Indian motorcycle, and will be on exhi-
bition at an early date.
Here is your chance to secure one of these valuable motorcycles for a few
weeks work. Start out today.
Four $450 Story & Clark Pianos
One of these elegant Pianos will be awarded as FirstPrize in each of the four districts. Purchased of, and
will be on display at the Learnard-Lindema- n Co., Albu-querque, N. M. at an early date.
tttt Four $150 Diamond Rings
Xt PURCHASED OF II. C. YOXTZ, THIS LEADING JEWELER, SANTA
$ FE, N. M.Xt
Third prizes for each district.
Show us the man or woman who would not like to possess a beautiful soli-
taire diamond ring, valued at $10, such as The New Mexican is offering as
third prizes in each district, and we will show you a very unusual person, and
one who has absolutely no appreciation of the beautiful. Apart from their
beauty, diamonds are just the same as cash. The hanks will accept them as
collateral.
These valuable diamond rings were purchased of H. C. Yontz, San Fran-
cisco street, Santa Fe, whore they will be on exhibition at an early date. Call
in and inspect thorn and satisfy yourself as to the genuiness of our
tt
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Four Trips to the Pacific Coast
Fourth prizes for each district.
How would you like to take a trip to Los Angeles, San Francisco, Salt Lake
City, Denver and return ? Sounds attractive, doesn't it ? Los Angeles is
the niecca for tourists, and a gathering place for pleasure-seekin- g people for
all the world. Los Angeles has the most perfect electric railway system in
the world which affords scores of side trips to the many points of interest
within a few minutes ride from the big terminal station.
San Francisco is one of the show places of the American continent. There
are hundreds of historical and interesting points to be seen there, such as the
Old Missions, Golden Gate Park, the Presidio, the Cliff House, the site of the
great Exposition to be held there in 1915, and dozens of other places too num-
erous to mention.
Salt Lake City and Denver are included in the itinerary, where all points
of interest may be visited.
These trips are the fourth prizes in each of the four districts. Can you
imagine anything nicer than a vacation trip to the Pacific Coast this summer?
tttt
n
Four I. C. S. Scholarships
FIFTH FRIZES FOR EACH DISTRICT.
The successful man of today is he who in the past prepared himself to seize
opportunities' as they presented themselves; his success is the result of fore-
thought and deliberation. He has considered carefully what would be the
most favorable and congenial road to success for him, and he has devoted his
best energies in that direction. Tims, the real "secret of success" lies in being
prepared for opportunity, and this will he as true in years to come as it is today.
The International Coriospondcnee Schools have done more to prepare peo-
ple for success than any other single agency. The history of their students
are a history of successes. The results obtained by their students are due to
the I. C. S.s unique method of teaching the science of the trades and profes-
sions by mail; their immense! organization and large capital, which enable
them to provide everything necessary for the success of the home student;
and to what are now famous the world over their incomparable textbooks.
They carry specialization further than any other institution in existence, re-
quiring their students lo study only those subjects that are of practical value
in their chosen work.
The New Mexican has been particularly fortunate in securing four scholar-
ships in this well known institution and the winners will have their choice of
any $75 course offered in their catalogue.
For further information these courses write or call on Mr. D. Mae-Curd- y,
23 Burnett Building. Albuquerque, X. M.
H
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$1,111.61 in lold
Everyone knows what cash means. The amount
offered here as Grand Capital Prize is sufficient to
make the most skeptical "sit up and take notice."
There is scarcely a person in the whole world who is
not in pursuit of wealth. Money can buy most any-
thing on earth that mortals desire to possess. Realiz-
ing this, The New Mexican offers $1,000 in Gold
Coin, a sum sufficient to start the recipient in a small
business, make the first payment on a home, or serve
as a "NEST-EGG- " which will grow surprisingly with-
in a few years. One Thousand Dollars is a large sum
of money for a week of easy, enjoyable work. Thou-
sands of persons in your very locality work all their
lives and never accumulate as much money as it now
lies within your power to secure. Today is the time
to start in to win the cash. One Thousand Dollars
means as much to you as it does to anyone else, and
you can have it if you will enter this contest and put
forth the proper effort. Some one is sure to get it.
Will it be you or someone else?
The Santa Fe New Mexican's $5,000 Contest is
positively the greatest and most liberal inducement
ever made to the newspaper reading public of New
Mexico. The above list of prizes is certainly most
elaborate, and they are of such a variety that they will
appeal to most anyone. Surely there is among these
many prizes one that you would like to have. If so,'
all that you have to do to get it is to enter your name
in the contest and put forth a little effort. This big
prize contest is just starting. Enter your name now
and be the first in the field. The first announcement
of the names of candidates who have entered will ap-
pear Monday, April 7th. Have a good start for the
first publication of the list of candidates. IT IS ALL
TO WIN AND NOTHING TO LOSE.
Four $25 Gold Watches
PURCHASED OF II. C. YOXTZ, THE LEADING JEWELER, SANTA
FE, N. M.
Sixth prizes for each district.
It would be an honor to win one of these fine gold watches. It would stand
as a memento for a record of achievement, and something you would be proud
to exhibit to your friends and acquaintance's long after the contest is over
and forgotten. These watches are high class in every respect, and will be on
exhibition at an early date. 'H
VOTE COUPON
The Santa Fe New Mexican's $5,000 Prize Contest
100 VOTES
Nomination Blank
The Santa Fe New Mexican's $5,000 Prize Contest
Good for 5,000 Votes
I herebv nominate and cast 5,000 votes for Miss Mr. or Mrs
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs...
Add res
Address
n
tt
::
n
as a candidate in The Santa Fe Xew Mexican's great .$5,000 prize contest.
This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and address properly
filled in and mailed, or delivered to the contest department of The Santa
Fe Xew Mexican will count as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
Xote: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in this contest.
Don't wait for someone else to nominate you. Clip this blank and send in
today.
OXLY OXE X0MIXATIOX BLANK ACCEPTED FOR EACH CAN-
DIDATE NOMINATED.
This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address filled in,
and brought or sent to the contest department of The New Mexican, San-
ta Fe, N. M., will count as 100 votes.
(Do not roll or fold. Mail in flat packages.)
H
Start Right Now1 It is Wot Too Early to Begin Active Voting
nffiffittttttnwumm8t8nrTYXTTXXXXmXXXJ
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'.Newgram was closed by a
ARK COVERED
demonstrating that these machines
ciin be run over the route with a full
load ami make good time. On the first
trip a hidden flaw in the crank shaft WANTSHOW ONE
WOMAN WON
.Mexico.'"
On Tuesday evening, March 22nd i
dinner party was given in honor ot
Miss Evelyn McHride at her home
hv lier n.'irpntK entertain Inn the Krcs!',-
cn one of the machines developed into WITH
KC)lt SALK Horse, buggy and liar-- i
ess. tiood saddler. All in Urf:
a break, but the other made the trip
ii: fine order, negotiating the drear1-e-
MogoUon hill with surprising ease.
The machines were loaded for the re
class shape.
.
'man class and friends. The evening
Her Health and Strength BacR vas pleusan,ly BpL'nt in I,li,vi"s gamii;
.. . .. r? land singing. The table was decorated
Again Dy The USe OI Urdu!. 'in pink and white and it looked very
pretty, Those present were Mr
turn trip nnd left for MogoUon Satnr-- j
day about 2 o'clock. These trucks
are of 5 tons' capacity and on low gear lougee, Miss Staley, Miss llishoi
make from four to seven miles per, ...t . 'Marion Burroushs. The.lma Sawyer
FOR KENT A three or six room
'l.oiiso furnished or unfurnished. Ap-
ply to 1). S. Iowitzkl.
FOlf SALK One ij It show case; L
ft. wall show case; both second
hand. Winter (Jrocory company.
jhour, while the high gives them con-- aU' Weakened and worn out "with wo- - Alia Sanlord, Mariani Wasson. Ruth
tiderable more speed than this. TIi.j maniy troubles. My husband brought Safiord, Evelyn Mcliride, Paulino
;drivers claim to make the trip to me some Cardul as a tonic, and, from Shimmolnnne, Adelia Muller, Anna
MogoUon, with the exception o'. the first day, It seemea to nelp. Kamie, Katlierine French, Mabel Laws,
stretches of mud, almost entirely on j I had almost lost my reason, but. Lut, Whipple McConnick and
the high gear. The cars are chain mantis to uaraui, 1 aiu roc. hoon, 1 . .... ,felt and looked like a new vonian. I Larl " "prs.
Lost A specially made hitching
strap. I thick leather, two snaps. H-- -
ward if returned to A. .(. Fischerdriven and have solid rubber tire? think the remedy is wonderful. 1 The high school base ball team
j which are flat .like steel tires, exceot reeommend it to my friends, for I have pUived its first practice game with (lit
' that they are in two pieces. Tht received great benefit from it."
Have Been Restored to Health By Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
There is no doubt about this fact. Why! during the
last 30 years we have published in the newspapers of this
country volumes of letters from women who have been re-
lieved of all their suffering by the timely aid of this grand
old medicine. Letters like the following, true, genuine and
honest expressions of gratitude coming from grateful hearts.
Surely you can believe these women.
Mrs. L. S. BKEXNEIt, Hudson, Mich., says:
Want to sei or trade your property?
Ask for our free big list. Soltliwest
l.cal Estate Exchange, Moriarty, N.
M.
trucks weigh over S.HOD pounds.
Should these prove successful they
will just about make up for thj
shortage of teams on tho Mogollo'i
ilaul, but It is understood that others
Ivill be put ou later. Silver City
Deaf and Dumb school last Saturday
r.nd defeated them by a score of 11 to
As the wind was blowing pre'iy
hard and the ground was pretty rotuvi
neither side pulled off any brilliai..
plays. Hut Prof. Lougee, who is coach
of the team, says he has some very
promising material and expects to
have a good team In a couple of weeks.
Professor Lougee has just received
Cardui acts specifically on the weak-
ened womanly organs, strengthening
the muscles and nerves, and building
them up to health.
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t ner
votis Bystem and relieves the effects of
overwork, both mental and physical.
Fifty years' successful use fully
prove the merit of this purely vega
table, tonic remedy for women.
In every community, there live soma
Also Around Mouth. Spread Rapidly.
Itched and Burned Dreadfully. By
Using Cuticura Soap and Oint-
ment Ringworm Disappeared.
J07:t 0!1hi St., Diiuvir, Culo. "Ahoufc
four years ao 1 :is lxithon-c- l dreadfully
with rlngwinm around iny mouth. I did
not ay much attention to It, ui llrst.
it looked had. It. spread rapidly
and ltclied and burned dreadfully, Tho
Drat tiling I knew my anus from the el!ous
down were covered with ringworm, ami my
face seemed worse.
"I got some medicine which relieved t tin
Helling and sort of dried up the ringworm
but it kept coming hack. 1 decided to let.
tiie medicine go, and I scratched them
until they wero soro. At that timo Micro
must bavo boon four on my fan1. Ono
extended from (lie corner of my mouth
under my chin. That was tho largest one,
but the smaller ones looked as bad for they
wore kept fiery red from my scratching.
Each of these red blotches was raised about
one sixteenth of an inch, and the centers
wero covered with pieces of dried skin giving
tliem a very rousii appearance,
"One day I accidentally got hold of a
small pieco of Cuticura Soap, and in a
few days 1 noticed how much good it was
doing me. I kept on using the Soap, and
sM)ke of it to a friend of initio. She tolil
me of the Cuticura Ointment, aud by using
both, the ringworm disappeared In a short
time." (Signed) Miss Helen Macc, Juno
It. 1911.
Cuticura .Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout tho world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-p- . Skin Hook. Ad-
dress post-car- d "Cuticura, Uopt.T, Boston. "
"Tender-face- d men should use Cuticura
tioup Shaving Slick, 25c. Sample free.
Salesman wanted for country towns.
$L'T) w t kly salary and $." per day al-- ;
It wt'd for expenses when traveling,
Western Cider Co., St. Louis, .Mo.
" Sometime uo 1 was taken with a terrible pain in my right side, such SOCIETY. Who have been benefited by Cardul. letter from Dr. Hoyd, president of
Hi
llio beneficial effects 01 tnia time ;(,e university of Xew Mexico, tvh'itested woman's remedy showsoon ,kjnd, , u s , ,,themselves in many different ways. -
Try jt .School to send representatives to M- -jbuquerque to compete in its first an- -(Continued
From Page Two.)
N. mfc laalet'AdvltoryDept., chatta, , ual (rack mect for Hich schools onlv.finnmi Medlrine Co.. Onltanoora. Tenn.. for Svfcial1 '
which Is to be held
.May :;rd, 19Inrtmrliom. and book, "Home Treatment
lei Women, sent In plain wrapper on reauest.
FoR HEXT Rooms for men. Newly
furnished. Hot water heat. Cse of
j library. Mrs. A. E. I. Robinson Cor-jr.-
Grant and Johnson. Tel. 270.T.
" -
FOR SALE -- Horse, buggy ami
harness, good saddler, line drivi-r- ,
gentle, (lark bay. All in first class
order. At a bardain. Apply W
Washington,
Salesladies at once, fixe bright, tap-- !
able ladies, to travel demonstrate and
isell dealers. $5 to $50 per week; R.
II. fare paid. Goodrich Drug Co.,
Omaha, Neb.
jAnd men who go to compete in the
li.ieet from the Santa Ke High school
will be guests of the University dar-
ling their stay in the Duke City. A
ing. In one room Miss Staley presld
ed over games consisting ot crown
ing the king, bright idea, story telling .Unquet will be given to the coinpt-t- i
HIGH SCHOOL DANCE.
j The high school boys and girls had
the time of their lives last night. The
occasion was a party and dance given
by Colonel J. D. Sena, president of
j the city school board, as a sort of
"house warming" now that the old
!Fort Marcy building has been repair-le-
and made new by many ways,
Some time ago Mr. Sena promised
j the high school hoys and girls that
upon the completion of the repairs
and riddles, in the assembly rooms jtors after the meet, and medals will
those who cared to dance tripped toin,. given to the winners of the differ-tli-e
music of a stringed orchestra. j c tit events, and a large banner to the
a while but kept (retting worse. The pain was so terrible 1 could Hardly
stand on my feet. 1 would have that sharp pain in my right side, and adull heavy pain the whole lenjrth of my limb. I realized that somethinghail to be done quickly, so I looked up all of your advertisements I could
find, and saw several that described my ease. 1 (rot a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and it helped me from the Urst dose, and
when I had taken two bottles mv trouble was gone. Your medicine lias
done so much for me that I am willing you should publish this letter for the
sake of other suffering women." Mrs. L. S. UntN.NEK, Hudson, Michigan.
Mrs. L. E. BO AVERS, Giraid, Pa., snys:- -"
I take pleasure in inlorming- you of what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has done for me. l' had a sick spell last February, and for
some months after that I was not regular and had many bad feelings. I
was tired all the time, had dull headaches, not much appetite, and also
what the doctor called organic inflammation. Your Vegetable Compound
has entirely cured me and I feel that too much cannot be said in its praise
as I am now able to do my own work. You are perfectly welcome to use
my testimonial for the benefit of others." Mrs. L. E. lioWKits, H.K.D. No. t,
Girard, Pa.
Mrs. ELIZABETH GEXTTLCORE, Buffalo, If.Y., snys :
" I feel that I must write to you about your wonderful remedies. About
ten years ago I was troubled with female weakness and was all run down.
I waa tired all the time and could hardly walk without feeling dizzy. I
heard about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, took it, and also
used the Sanative Wash. I got stronger, and have not had those dizzy
spells since. I feel that I owe my health to you, and hope your remedies
will help others as they have me. I tried most everything I heard of, and
yours are the best medicines for women's ailments." Mrs. Elizabeth Ges-tilcob- e,
20 Glor Street, Buffalo, New York.
.
tinnch, as well as plans for the lutui'
will be made and discussed.
At y there was an intermis-
sion of an hour, when the genial host
assisted by a number of the high
school boys and girls served delicious
sandwiches, coffee, cakes and ice
cream, the spirited conversations and
happy faces were evidence that this
no i
of the old Fort Marcy building, he
would give a party in their honor,
true to his word, Friday night he ful
FOR SALE. Relinquishment of 1U7
acres; good improvement Also new
h. p. gasoline engine. For further
particulars address It. G. McDougall,
Iliickman, X. M.
school winning the largest number
cf points. Elmer Friday has be"ii
elected captain of the track team an '
hopes to take a large number to
to represent tho Santa e
High school.
Miss. Dorothy Hay ward, a very po
pular member of the senior class, is i'l
at her home with the mumps, but
"If I wash thee not. thou hast
part with me And the blood
Jesus cleanseth from all sin."filled his promise, and the event will
of hour of the evening's festivities wasgo down in the social calendar
the Santa Fe high school, as a most , the one "con mucho gusto.' REFUSED $10,000
MEN PUT BOMB
WOMEN A money maker. Guar-jantee- d
Hosiery to wearer. Our prop-
osition beats all others. Sin ner dav.
UNDER THE TRAIN VHtK immediately. Quaker City Mill's,
3i So. Kith St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
ueuguuui uuau. rouowins me i..,.m,, ,gt(J )s nearly weu now ull(1 ,,xp,,c(s
Throughout the day, the remodel-- 1 and dancing were again resumed, L bc back in gchool RKa,n Momla...
ed building was open to the public; and shortly after twelve the "home MumpB liave 1)eRn a v,?n, nnplllnr fcd
for inspection, and many of the citi-- weet home" waltz served notice that among the members of the High school
zens of Santa Fe availed themselves j te pleasant occasion would soon be fls ))earIy everyone haH n.ld tllPmi i9
of the opportunity of seeing the Uefore dePar,lnS for t,leil' jhaving them, or expects to have them.
changes that have been wrought. Rv- - j Homes the boys and girls with true
ery room has been made in ship shape Sama Fean spirit expressed 111 no tin-
-
ro,oy Kidney pns w rea(. yollf
order, the walls have been recoated certain terms their appreciation of 'ndfvidual case In you have any form
with new plaster, and tinted in well the hospitality, they had so thorough- - f kjdney or bladder trouble, m..
blended colors; the cozy old fire 1 enjoyed by giving Mr. and Mrs. j vlckachRi llric acl(1 poisoning or irrt,
places have been restored; the wood Sena nine hearty "rah, rah, rahs!" !par aP(j painful kidney action. They
FOR SALK 10 Room House on lot.
150x175 feet, near Santa Fe depot.
S Room House and 4 acres
in alfalfa and small orchard. Gooft
location. 7 Lots 2.r.xl0fl feet. Hari- -
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has keen the standard remedyfor fe-
male ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
does justice to herself if she does not try this fa-
mous medicine made from roots and herhs, it
Las restored so many suffering women tonealth.
t iWrite to LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.I-
- (CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS., for advice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
St. Paul, Minn., March 2ft. After
threats had been made to dynamite a
'dozen passenger trains" if demands
for .$10,000 were not answered, the
threateners exploded a torpedo be
r.oalh a Minneapolis, St. Paul and
Sault Ste. .Marie train as it left the
yards in St. Paul.
The writer of the b'lter declared
that he ami his five accomplices
"meant business," mid would place a
torpedo on the track to prove it.
One train menaced went slowlv
tluough Xcrth St. f'aul. Hanked on
work cleaned and painted; the win-- ! !are strengthening, tonic and curs
jtjve, and contain no habit-forml- u
i drugs. For sale by all druggists.
jtock street. Address or apply to Mnr-celin- o
fiarcia, 102 Cor. Sandoval ami
'Water streets.
TYPEWRITERS
(Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sun
j plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
dows screened in a substantial man-
ner; new hardwood floors laid
throughout the building; modern
heating plant provided for; perfect
plumbing and artistic electrical fix-
tures installed.
The several rooms have been flnish- -
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.
JUNIOR CLASS.
Tho Symposium Literary Society of
the Santa Fe High School has had
some very good programs so far this
semester, and has also had some very
good debates. The following program
THE CHURCHES.NEWS OF THE STATE
suie ny ueteci.v.-- s ana Bpeomi An r(.pai,- work and typewriters guar-g.iards- .Atier it had passed twi!8ntped. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex.
switches at which three times in the change. Phone 231 W.
.'ast six weeks the train had been '
ed with the latest school equipment, 'yas successfully carried out on Wed
them, and tonight the Masonic lodge consisting of sanitary desks, and the nesday, March Ifl, 1913:
will hold a smoker in their liouor. The (celebrated Peabody hardwood arm-- j piano Solo Nellls Nusbaum
Farmers Irrigated Land company this chairs, mounted upon iron pedestals, Fssay, "Easter," I'hylis May no
LADY OF GUADALUPE.
First mass 7 a. m. Second mass
9:30 a. ni. Sermon in Spanish and
English.
CATHEDRAL.
March 29, 1913.
First mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
Second Mass at 9:30. Sermon in
abroad and the train began to run at KOOITIS, HOUSCS & KaflCfieS
high speed. Then two explosions 00 i
Climii What Have You to Rent?
The assembly and recitation rooms Recitation Tbelma Sawyer
have been fitted up with the Hylo-- I Debate: Resolved, that fishing !
morning requisitioned seven autos to
carry the party through the project.
Carlsbad Argus. plate blackboards, making the build-(greate- r pleasure than hunting. List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
FOOLED THE DEPARTMENT.
An alarm of fire was turned in Tues-
day eight and the fire department
made a run to the scene of the sup-
posed conflagration, but on arriving
there found the smoke and flames
were caused by burning paper in the
stove. Carlsbad Current.
PIE AND POCKET BOOKS.
The closing exercises of the Sugar
valley school will be pulled off at the
Cain school house next Friday night.
Lulu Krick, Evelyn Mc- - (English.
Sawver lean Law. Third mass at. 10:30 Sermon in
Detectives immediately swarncd out
o' er the ground but failed to find 1.
clue.
ing with its equipment, one of the Afflrmativ
most modern and attractive in the Bride, Theli
southwest. Negative Mabel Laws. Ruth Moore At 3 o'clock p. m. ceremony with
11, Laughlin BIock.
Rooms and houses furnished or un
furnished. A select list always on
hand.
Saves You Time and Money.
30,000 VOICES.
SENIOR HONORED.
Last Wednesday Herbert Smith rc
celved a wire from Professor Chilco:',
of the Bureau of Plant Industry in-
forming him that he had been appoint-
ed to the position of assistant in dry
Adelia Miller, Anna" Kaune.
The following judges were chosen
for the debate: Miss Anna Dorm an
Edward Cartwright, and Frank Cup- -
The guests consisting of the high
school pupils, the teachers and friends
began to arrive about eight o'clock,
and by eight-thirt- y the happy animat-
ed little people were playing games ninghum. Their decision being affirm NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tnu children of the first communion
and benediction.
CHURCH OF THE HOLY FAITH
First Sunday after Easter.
9:45 a. m. Sunday school.
11 a. m. Morning service.
The Easter music will be repeated.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Corner Grant nnd Marcy streets.
and selecting their partners for danc-- 1 ctlve, one; negative, two. The pro
Department of the Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
12, 1913.
Everybody is invited to attend. The
ladies will be expected to bring a pie
and the gentlemen will be expected to
bring their pocket books.
A pie supper will be given before the
exercises are closed. Everything will
be done to make the occasion interest-
ing. Cuervo Clipper.
Thirty thousand Voices What a
grand chorus! And that's the num-
ber of American men and women who
are publicly praising Doan's Kidney
Pills for relief from backache, kidney
and bladder ills. They say it to
friends. They tell It in the home pa,
pers. Santa Fe people are in this
chorus. Here's a Santa Fe case.
Miss Adela Arias, 100 Griffln St.,
Santa Fe, N. Max., says: "The splen-
did results I obtained' from Doan's
'MADE IN AMERICA" FASHIONS TO BE WORN
BY AMERICAN WOMEN
Kind agriculture at the Tucumcarl stv.
tion. Mr. Smith will work with Jesse
Mundell, '08, who has charge of the
station. Herbert has been especially
Interested in the subject of dry farm-
ing for some time. Last summer he
worked at the station and did such
excellent work that he was well rec-
ommended for the position that he
now holds. Smith is a good student
and has done very creditable work in
agriculture, and has very nearly
enough honors to graduate now. He
will keep up his regular studies until
commencement when lie will return to
graduate with his class. His many
friends here have been
.very glad to
jit. Z. McCullough, minister.
j "Peace I leave with you; my peace
1 give unto you; not ns the world
jgiveth, give I unto you.'1
Sunday school, 9:15. Fred MoP-ride- ,
superintendent.
Notice is hereby given thai Pablo
Aianda, of San Pedro, N. M., who, on
August 9, 3912, made Homestead ap-
plication No. O1C094, for S 2 NE
Sec. 23, S NW Section 21,
Township 12 N., Range K, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be-
fore H. C. Kinsell, IJ. Comr., at
Kidney Pills several years ago has
been permanent and for that reason,
BAD WEATHER FOR DUCKS.
A hunting party consisting of Chas.
Spiess, John Clark, Dave Winters, M.
M. Padgett, Judge Leahy and Wm.
Harper, with W. II. Coleman as chief
clook and bottle washer, came up
from 'iLas Vegas Sunday week ago and
camped out at the lake to slaughter
my confidence in them has increased.
I suffered from a dull, heavy ache in
the small of my back and was subject
to headaches and dizzy spells. I al-
ways felt tired; had no ambition and
Morning worship, 11 o'clock. Theme
"Hitting Hack," or "Some
j Reflections," a sermon from a text
by request.
Junior Endeavor, 3 p. in.
j Vespers, 4:30, Theme "Two Me-- j
morable Vesper Services in the Life
I of Our Risen Lord." This will be the
Stanley, N. M., on April 21, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:-hear of Smith's good fortune. State
College Round-up- . j
UNDER BURGLARY CHARGE.
Late Tuesday afternoon a man walk-
ed in from the south carrying an ;
overcoat and, some say, a suit case or j
grip. He was tired and rested on ths
platform of the People's warehouse
last Vesper service for this winter
ll'eginning with the first Sunday of
j April, we will return to the evening
jhour, 7: .". There will be no prayer
service in the church on Wednesday
was in poor health when I procured Roberto Armijo, Nicolas Montoya,
Doan's Kidney Pills. It did not take j Manuel Vigil, Daniel Wright, all ot
long to cure me and from that day to Golden, N. M.
this, I have been free from kidney j MANUEL R. OTERO,
complaint. I willingly confirm the! RegiBttr.
public statement I gave in January,
1907, telling of my experience with NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Doan's Kidney Pills." Department of the Interior, U. S. LaudFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 Office at Sanfa Fe, N. M March
cents. Foster-Mflbnr- Co., Buffalo, 12, 1913.
the ducks. But their luck was not ex-
cellent, so they returned home Tues-
day afternoon. Wagon Mound
COMING TO SUNSHINE STATE.
Twenty-on- e homeseekers came in
last night from Illinois, Kansas, Ne-
braska, MIssouria, Wisconsin aud
other states, and are seeing the pro-
ject today. This morning they Ifl--
night. In lieu of that, the annual con
gregational meeting will be held In
the basement of the library immediate-
ly ufter the church supper served by
the Indies Aid at 6:30 Wednesday.
for a time. Just before the south
bound passenger train came he moved
up the track north of the depot. He
New yoi-k- dole agents for the United Notice is hereby given that Susatio
spected the dam and flume and went was seen about town several times Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M., who, onMarch 8, 190H, made Homestead apname Doan's and
States.
Remember the
take no other.during the evening, and got a "handon down the country. Last night the
Commercial club kept open house for
jFvery member of the church, as well
jas friends in the congregation, '
invited for good fellowship, for en-
plication No. 072C.fi. for NW 1, Sec-
tion 11, Township 1.1 N., Range 11 E.,
i!N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice ot
Intention to make five year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above de
out" from the back door of the hotel j
for supper.
About 9 o'clock, Constable Car!
Gordon phoned up from Carlsbad to!
jlightenment in regard to the different GIRLS WOULD MARRY
THE COLLEGE MAN
IF HE BE PERFECT!
I liases of the church work of the past
year, and for cooperative planning e
future. Full reports from everyA TEN GENT BOX scribed, before Register and Receiver,U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M ,
look out for him. Efforts were made
by Constable Wilder to locato him
that night, but he could not be found.
Early Wednesday morning he was
seen by Walter McDonald coming
away from the church where he had
spent the night. Constable Wilder
was notified who, with Walter McDon-
ald, arrested him neai- - the Mexican
OF O S RETS
en the 21st day of April, 1913.
St. Louis, Mo., March 29. Letters Claimant names as witnesses:
and telegrams from young women Eulogio Sandoval, Fiiiberto Mar-makin-g
offers of marriage are coming tinez, Jose j. Larranaga, Luciano Or-t- o
H. L. Shrader. a Kansas City , nil of Lamy, N. M.
The Perfect Baby
Of The Future
A Shnpk Method Tint Ha a Wonderful
Influence upon The Future Infant.
Ton much can not be Raid for 11 wondorftit
remedy, fmnlltar to man? women an Mother'
Frlena.
It Is more eloquent In its action tuan alt
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
dent at the Missouri University at
Columbia, who was recently adjudged
the most nearly perfect man physi- - jKeep
Your Liver and Bowels
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.cally among 1500 students there.
houses in the south part of town, alt
efforts jo find the suit case or the bi?
gun which he was supposed to have
proving fruitless.
Active and You Feel
Bully For Months. Since the publication in the univer
sity paper of the assertion by tho ath-
letic directors that he was perhaps,Constable Gordon came up on thePut aside Just once the Salts,
Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or purga-
tive waters which merely force a
passageway through the bowels, but
jtbe most nearly perfect man physicul-!i- y
in America, Shrader's' mail has
jbeen very heavy almost everv
day. He has received offers of vaudi-Ivlll- e
engagements and boxing ant!
local and took him to Carlsbad where
it is said he is wanted for burglary.
His name is supposed to be Bill
Hickey, but where he hails from or
what his business is nobody seem?
to know. Lake wood Progress.
do not thoroughly cleanse, freshen
and purify these drainage or aliment
Department of the Interior, U, S.
Land Office nt Santa Fe, N. M., March
M, 1913.
Notice Is hereby given that David
Qnintana, of Pojoaque, N. M., who, on
March 4, J91.1, made Addl Homestead
Entry April 28, 1904, No. 017763, for
52-5- acres of land in Sec. 10, Town-
ship 19 N., Range 6 E. List
Meridian, Act June 11, 1900, Jemez
Nat Forest, hereby gives notice that
all persons claiming the land adverse-
ly or desiring to Bhow it to be mineral
in character must file objection with
this office on or before April 22, 1913.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
ary organs, and have no effect what-
ever upon the liver and Btomach.
engagements, but the great-
er numbers of letters are from young
women.
"The writers of those letters are
evidently in earnest and sincere in
Keep your Inside organs pure and FRIEGHT BY MOTOR TRUCKS.The transportation problem between
Silver City and MogoUon, which has
fresh with Cascarets, which thor
oughly cleanse the stomach, remove
the undigested, sour and fermenting attracted many different people with a A great deal has been said In the
newspapers and magazines about
their notions, and it would be a groejbreach of confidence and an unraanlv
tlrng in me to show the letters; no
solution, since it is probably the long
over it. The belt and sash are of
green satin. Over the shoulders is a
cape of shadow lace with a turn over
collar of black velvet, one side of
est regular freight haul In the United American fashions for Americans, and
truly we are now making some very
good-lookin- gowns from American
food and foul gases, take the excess
bile from the liver and carry out
of the system all the constipated
waste mater and poisons in the in-
testines and bowels.
States today, seems to be solved bytte type of motor truck which is now
one but a coward would do that."
Shrader says.
However, I think it not wrong for;
mc to say that several young wome:
oemg used out over that strenuoua A MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN.
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St , Bath, Me.,loute. Two White motor trucks thatA Cascaret tonight will make you I have written me asking that I cor-- ! seuds out this warning to railroadersfoel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
have been operating over mountain
roads in the vicinity of Globe, Arizona,
the health rn!e w 1M Vmt for the rtl.lance
of expectant mothers. It Ik an external appli-
cation tbat Hpreflrtfl ttM influence upon all tue
corda, muaclc, llKamcntd and tendons tbat na-
ture calls into play; they expand (rracel'nlly
without pain, without utialii. and thus leare
the mind care-fre- and In Joyful anticipation of
the greatest of all womanly ambition.
Mother'a Friend mnt therefore he considered
as illrectly a most Important Influence npon the
character and disposition of the future tvnera-(In-It is a conceded fact that, with nausea,
pain, nervousness und dread banished, there is
frtored up such an abundance of healthy energy
as to bring Into bring the highest Ideals of
those who fondly theorize on the rules that
Insure the coming of the perfect baby.
Mothers' Friend can be had at any druggist
at $1.00 a bottle, and It Is unquestionably one
of those remedies that always has a place among
the cherished few in the medicine cabinet.
Mother'a Friend is prepared by the Bradfleld
Regulator Co., 139 Lamar Bide., Atlanta, Ua ,
after the formula of a noted family doctor.
Write them for a Tery Instructlre book to
expectant mothers. See that your druggist will
supply rou with Mother'a t'thn4t
everywhere. "My work as conductor
caused a chronic inflammation of the
respond with them, and exchange
photographs with a possible view of
r arriage, for the benefit of the race.
designs.
The ones shown today were made
by Mme. Ripley of Chicago, who is
the president of the largest dress-
making association in the United
States. These frocks were shown at
the recent spring conference of the
association.
The woman in the dark gown is
Mme. Ripley herself in a "futurist"
j kidneys and I was miserable and all
which is longer than the other. This
kind of a bodice is particularly fine
for a woman who Is inclined to be
stout, as is Mme. Ripley.
The white evening coat is also a
"futurist" design of Mme. Ripley and
is of white satin stenciled In red and
green tulips. It has broad reveres
and cuffs of black satin.
These gowns are for American wom-
en and have all the Btjie of those sent
us from Paris.
Don't you think so?
One young women Bent me her photo
graph. She is a beautiful girl, and she
were Drought to Silver City by C. O.Bean and are being operated for tho
owners of the Little Charlie mine at
MogoUon. They completed their first
round trip Friday last, and while it
was not a success in every sense of
and cost only 10 cents a box from
your druggist. Millions ' of men and
women take a Cascaret now and then
and never have Headache, Bilious,
nesa, coated tongue. Indigestion, Sour
Stomach or Constipated bowels. Cas-eara- u
belong In every household.
Children just lore to take them.
is of excellent family, and I do not
played out. From the day 1 began tak-
ing Foley Kidney Pills I began to re-
gain my strength, and I am better
now than I have been for twentv
jears." Try them. For sale by all
think the less of her for writing. It
shows that she is a very sensitive perthe word, owing to an accident to one dress of terra cotta and green change--
son."of the machines, It was successful te (able silk with green tulips brocaded jan uruggisis.
PACE EIGHT SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1913.
EASTER FLOWERSDM. ROSES (all colors) $2.00 a dozenCARNATIONS ....... $1.00 a dozen
DAFFODILS $1.00 a dozen
VIOLETS $ .50 a bunch
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
- Phone 12.
F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
FOR A LIMITED TIME:
Banquet Tomatoes, per can $ .10
t" per down 1.20
per case 2.35
Banquets are the standard No. 2' a regular 2 for 25c 'selier. Our price 10c per can.
OFFICIAL NEWS.
Coventor William ('. .McDonald's
arbor day proclamation is issued as
follows:
"Whereas, the laws of the state pro-
vide that the governor shall designate
a day to be set apart and known as
Arbor Day, but that the actual plant- -
lug of trees may he clone at a time
which may best suit lucal climatic
conditions, such time to be designated j
by the county school superintendents
of the respective counties:
Now, therefore, 1. William ('. Mc- -
Donald, governor of the state of New
Mexico, by virtue of the authority in
me vested, do hereby designate and
'Ime
THE
JEWELERS. SPITZ,CREAMMd PowderPhone No. i ANDREWS ptl0neN-- 4 proclaim, Friday, the 11th day ofApril, A. D 1H13, as Arbor Day."I recommend that this day be ob-served as a holiday in all the public
II Mil IMIIIMIM
I. c. s. Exhibit of ResultsAchieved by Students of Hie
HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E
,
WATCHES
AND
CLOCKS
Purity in food, lower cost of living
these are the demands of the day.
Pure food is health, and health is economy
itself. We cannot have health without health-
ful food.
The most healthful foods are the quickly
raised flour foods biscuit, cake, muffins,
crusts and other pastry, when perfectly madefrom wholesome ingredients.
Dr. PRICE'S baking powder makes thesefoods in specially attractive, appetizing and
wholesome form, and for both economic and
hygienic reasons, such food should be more
largely substituted for meat in the daily diet.
International Correspondence Schools
THROUGH THEIR
SALARY RAISING SYSTEM
THROUGH THE COURTESY of Mr. Julius H. Gerdes, thehave arranged to exhibit the results of Local
Students' Work in the windows of GERDES DRY GOODS
CO. This exhibit is in charge of Mr. D. MacCurdy, and will
be held for THREE DAYS ONLY.
SOME FACTS ABOUT THE I. C. S.
schools of the state; that the county
school superintendents give proper
notice of the day that may be select-
ed in the respective counties for the
actual planting of trees.
"All intelligent citizens know the
Importance of tree culture and for-
estry in our state. Arbor Day, if ptop-erl- y
observed, will stimulate a
wide interest in this catwe. The
great lesson of conservation should
be taught as well as that of the pro-
pagation and culture of tree life.
Done at the Executive office this
the 2!Uh day of March, A. D., 1913.
Witness my hand and the Great
Seal of the state of New Mexico.
(Signed) WILLIAM C. McDOXALD.
"Attested:
"ANTONIO LUCEKO,
"Secretary of State."
CLOSING DATES. j
Superintendent Alvan N. White, of
the department of public instruction,
lias received the following announce-- ,
ments of closing of Institutes:
June 0 and 7, Colfax. j
June 20 and 21, Bernalillo, Sandoval,
Santa Fe, Socorro and Valencia.
July 18 and 19, N. M. Normal School
summer session.
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!
II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.
Ads alwaysNew Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.
smiled; the Jurors snickered, the at-- 1
torneys chuckled and the audience in
the court room laughed this afterno .nBut bear in mind that alum, or
unwholesome baking powder,6 can never make pure, whole
some food. WEBSTER'SNEW
during the testimony of Airs. Itetsch
'
j lu'the case of the State versus .Moore. j
(Mrs. Ketsch left Santa Fe some ihivj
ago for Seattle. Upon her return she
jsays certain articles (curtains, silver-- j
jware, linen, etc., )vere stolen from
j her house. The case will probably j
prove the most amusing cof, the sea-- '
son, though it niav begone drown nut.
each Course is a logical chain;
to remember one link is to re-
member the chain.
EASY TO APPLY. Because made
to meet actual neds in actual
industrial practice.
WHAT WE TEACH
Advertising Mjtn
WritingWindow Trimming
Honkkorpirifj
Stenography
Agriculture
Poultry Funning
'on.iiH'.vf;,. IllustratingLdtrrintf & Sitm
Capital I. T. Co., $6,000,000.
Total Floor Space of Buildings, 7
acres.
Mail Matter Handled Each Day. 3C,
000 Pieces.
Cost of Buildings, $930,000.
Number of Employes, 3.3O0
Number of Courses, 234.
Cost of Preparation of Textbooks
and Instruction Papers, $1,5CC,- -
000.
Amount Spent Annually for Prepar-
ing and Revising Textbooks and
Instruction Papers, $100,000.
I. C. S TEXT BOOKS
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic
FROST DENIES INTENT
July 25 and 2li, N. M. Normal Uni-
versity summer school, San Miguel.
August 1 and 2, Curry and Guada-
lupe.
August 15 and lfi, Roosevelt and
Quay.
August 22 and 23, Torrance and
Dona Ana.
tionary in many years.TO GRAB GOAL LANDS1, V1,a figures as to tt.elsine of her house and of three sheds
this afternoon. Contains the pith and essence
Mechanical draftsman
Sheet-Meta- l Tr;tf Ismail Chicago, March 29. Albert C. Frost claims to enable them to perfect titleOver 100,000 I. C. a studentshave been awarded Diplomas or iheel-Mel- Worker who, with four others, is being tried to their claims and that he knew that SHOOTING Of
VOUNG MAN Mfty
PROVE A MYSTERY
have made considerable progress m I J.f u-- ric- I Jiiii i iVis
the advanced HUbj-(?- Of their i:iet trie K;tilv;ty Worii
;:ours- - of study: sx.m nore have r'Mmi
of an authoritative library.Covers every field of knowl-
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
400,000 Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearlyhalf a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.
COTTON STATISTICS.
Washington, D. ('., March 29.
census bureau today Issued its report
showing cotton seed statistics for the
1912 crop as follows:
l.efore Federal Judge Landis for al-
ii god Alaskan land frauds, resumed
the witness stand In his own defense
today, and testified in regard to his
intentions in getting persons to sign
coal land claims, lie said his object
Aivhitwlmv
Cotton seed crushed 4,540,905 tons;
completed Aliillieimi'ics, Physics,
Drawing, and other preliminary
subjects with the assistance of the
Faculty of the Schools; ami several
hundred thousand others, without
bending in written exercises for
correction, have successtully pur-
sued their studies from our unique
home-sLud- Textbooks.
linters 605,704. running bales; num- B to have the land developed and
her of establishments 859. provide traffic for the Alaska Central
railway, in which he was the princi- -
, i ipal stockholder. ,
M, Write for sample
Chicago, 111., March 2d. Coroner
Hoffman announced today that he
would reopen the Inquest held over
the body of Clinton S. Woolfolk, 38
years old, the wealthy president of
the Realty Realization company, who
was found dead in his Evanston home
Wednesday with a shot gun lying on
'oninn:UiiK nixi RuiUliiiK
Htruc'itirnl Kny infer
- Vivlilti-cumi- I iraftliiK
7 li'iil itiK and Vcntllailim
I'liinibiiiK
'HU ICntfilN'Pr
I ttilu,' KnKlni'cr
K.'tllroMii Const
Mining Kiiginecr
ChemistryIVxtih' AtMtuiracturiiiK'
French
Spanish
Civil Serviut' TOxanis.
Autnnvihilc Kiimiintf
pages, full par
much or tins money wotuu never ne
paid.
"I expected to get the money back
indirectly," explained Frost. "Much
cf it we expected would come back
through the necessitating of the oper-
ators of the mines to ship their coal
over our road. Then they would have
to build trails, roads and bridges,
items of considerable expense, and
these roads would be of much service
in pushing the work "of the railroad.
There were many ways in which Uia
money w-- spent in helping persons es-
tablish claims would come back t )
us."
Frost denied having had any agree-
ment that the person he assisted t,)
establish coal land claims were to dis
pose ol them later to him.
ticulars, eta.I r" 14 W 111 L He repeated assertions made yester
day that his interest in weing that thoa m s a w iv1-- Kame this
paper and
we willWhich Has a Most Complete lands got into the hands of friend' j'persons was because he believed that
EASY TO LEARN, llecause they
are simple, clear, concise, exact.
EA3Y TO REMEMBER. Because
tho floor nearby. The entire upper
send free
a act of
Pocket
Maps
ji the lands fell into the hands of the
Jlorgan-Gtiggenhei- interests tin
field would not be worked and there
would be no coal for his road to carry.
The witness admitted that he had
advanced money to persons holdi,r.
part of his skull had been torn away
by a discharge of the weapon. The
coroner's Jury, which was composed
of friends and neighbors of the vic-
tim, returned a verdict declaring
that death had been caused by the
accidental discharge of the weapon
CHICHESTER S PILLS
. IIKAM. A
Assortment of
j CORRECT MILLINERY, STAMPED LINEN
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND
ORS; ALSO CROCKET COTTON.
MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
, lp fllnmiTVVi.Mtimiud
The Modern Garage
Phones Main 34 & 63 W
CARS STORED AND KEPT CLEAN
US SA 'it.VNCISCO ST.
BROWN S PARSONS, PROPRIETORS
VAJX I'lH. in Kid nn.l llulilt tJW -- km I ollh RI.M RIIJ.. - j while he was cleaning it. G.&C.MerrnmCo.
i iiimift r Sprlngttelfl, Mm.l "IA M KHA.MI fr"a'y
The big store of Nathan Salmon has Leghorns. C. H. Smith, 507 College St.
Must been divided into two sections, of our garments. W. II. Goebel Co.
the east half of the building has been Be prepared for warm weather and
WOMAN ASSERTS
BIG GUN FIRING
KILLS CHICKENS
designated for a Gent's Furnishlmj have C. W. JUcClintock take your cor- -
Store. Mr. Salmon has just equipped rect measure for a perfect fitting Ed
it with very fine clothing cabinets, jV. Price spring suit,
and most manufactured fori Ladies' Attention I have Just ra-
the purpose of handling his famous ceived a fine line of spring styles for
big line of Hart, Schaffner & Marx suits. Jackets, skirts and long coats,
fclothiug in addition the best line of Come and inspect them. Prices g
in the world of Hart, Schaff- - sonable. Julius Muralter, 101 Wash-r.e- r
and Marx made. Mr. Salmon has ington avenue.
THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington, March 29. Whether
the concussion from the fire of fie
freat naval guns kills chickens nrd
geese in the eggs is a question of fart
Secretary Daniels of the navy depart-
ment has been called upon to answer.
He received a letter today from a
woman on the Virginia coast near
Cape Henry, charging that the target
just put in a medium price of cloth-- Who is the Hubb? The new Gents
ing which is the Fidelity cloth and furnishing store, part of Salmons.
A pimply skin need not annoy you.that is sold at $15 a suit for your
choice. Mr. Salmon has fitted up his Zook's Sulphur and Creart Tartar
Gent's Furnishing Store with the best
make of goods in the United States,
such as Hannan Shoes, Stetson Hats,
Guaranteed line of Underwear. Best
line of Shirts, Eyerwear Sox, Cutter
.Holmes Neckties and various others,
best of make, the east side of the BigA
lozenges clears the skin through purl-- 1 r,.''act,ce f t,le battleship fleet in
rcation of the blood. Chesapeake Bay and even in the open
ocenn outside was destructive to allTHE LARGEST LINE OF WASH
FABRICS AND TRIMMINGS AT TH E j r'0U'try fe 6gS f01ra' Even 88 sUe
wrote, she declared, theWHITE HOUSE i heavy guns
were booming and she estimated8uitj thPtDon't be fooled By having a
made to your measure, that's a sweat fhe h,ad lo8t 7C in The inspec- -0' ordinance at Indian Head
shop makingism. Wear the Hart,
& Marx clothes. The Hubb. L'-'f- J "P?,'ted the heav 8,1,1
M. E. Ortli, express driver,, has re- - j f thef f " f"ds af
ceived his merry-go-roun- d and er, IITXm Vtho 8 fltest
nects to have it up by tomorrow, so as 5 J L i VK
to give the youth a good time. All 'C.hnRo V,1 numbefa
are welcome at his residence. J
Have your garments made by the j '
Store, which is designated for Gent's
Furnishing Clothes, will be called
hereafter, The Hubbs Furnishing
Store. If yon want the beBt of any-
thing in Gent's Furnishing, pay a visit
to the Hubb. : U" Pillow's for mine!1
LOCAL ITEMS. taid Herb Hasbrouck thepther night. , Jjexpert dressmaker at salmons.We do aluminum melting and castIron brazing and guarantee the same.
I ONLY One ThingUnder Foot
DR. J.H.SLOAN
AWARDED $1,610
The Jury in the damage suit brought
by Dr. J. H. Sloan agaiiiBt the AVood-Davi- s
Hardware company for $10,000
for alleged injuries to his tenth rib
by a fall through his office floor,
brought in a verdict in favor of Dr.
Sloan, awarding him $1,610. Imme-
diately on announcement of the ver
S,sS Store your car in a fire .proof build--THE WEATHER. ing. Rates reasonable. Transconti- -
X Santa Fe, N. M., March 29. X nental Garage.
X For New Mexico Tonight and Eggs for hatching, 11.00; setting
S Sunday fair with warmer weather fiom selected pens pure bred White
in southeast portion tonight. Leghorns, C. H. Smith, 507 College St.
XXXJSSSSSSSSXXXj Persons interested in the uniquehome study methods of the I. C .S.
Next Week's
Specials!
LADIES' SUITS, (Mil QC
Values to $20.00 14.93
ladies' dresses, ( nnrValues to $15.75 4 9.UJ
LADIES' HATS, C Q QC
Values to $7.50 J O.vJJ
COME EARLY TO GET BEST SELECTIONS
That Is as Comfortable
as Pillows, and that is
THREE GREAT SPECIALS THIS; will find the exhibit of local students
WEEK AT THE WHITE HOUSE j PFLUEGER'S SHOES Iwork in the windows of Gerdes drygoods store of considerable interest.
.
All garments altered free of charge
Santa Fe's exclusive men's store.
C. W. McClintock, Catron block.
For all smokers. Cake Box smoking at Salmon's.
tobacco, pipe and cigarette, in 25c, They'r herel Come and see them!
0c, $1 and 2 sizes. Zocks Phar- - j Pope 7, 8 H.-P- . motorcycle. Pash Bros.,
macy. Motorcyclery, 127 San Francisco St.
nier, Attorney Francis C. Wilson, of
Wilson, Bowman and Dunlavy, filed
notice of a motion for a new trial.
Messrs. Renehan- and Wright repre-
sented Dr. Sloan.
The arguments in the case were
not. ended until about 6 p. m. Then
the jury retired and it was some time
after midnight that Judge E. C. Ab-
bott, who was at a dance at library
hall, received a telephone Call saying
the jury had agreed. Judge Abbott
quit a dreamy waltz and walked over
Queen Quality low cuts for ladies j ONYX HOSIERY AND HARVARD
at Salmon's. , MILLS UNDERWEAR AT THE
SHOES FOR ;
Young Men,
Young Women & I
Old Folks, Tool!
WHITE HOUSE.Next Week Big special sale and
.- -
loHfoa QnltQ rtreaoo nl 10 y"r measure. ore mcC. W. McClintock, Cat- -w., . tu. uD- - sno o. new patterns.
i ron block,ad. today. " Attention Co. El There will bo a
ruLL Line ur omnunnuL,,..!., j.n. , r rnt D,r,r,t t ., . 1. ...u i. i 1
n Style,WHITE of infantry( N- - M. x. G., on Sunday the verdict. The jurors looked tiredHOUSE- -
afternoon, March 30, 1913, at 3:30 j after their six hours' deliberation.
a,,H:,,T,r;iteTeHc,ock "harp and .11 members of the The case attracted a good dea, ot Perfect in Fit, and Quaranteed to dive Satisfaction.TT.;,n I.'" ii p bTiiiirv " company are hereby oraerea to oe at attention owing to the question
' tne Armory promptly at mat time, ay
Special offering for next week on! order" of T. Pacheco, Captain Com-I.adie- s'
Suits, dresses and coats. manding Co. E.
Nathan Salmon. Spring ailments are generally due to
ed whether a man could fracture and
dislocate his tenth rib by such a fall
as Dr. Sloan said occurred. Physi-
cians called as witnesses disagreed
on the subject.The exhibit of local students work 'a run-dow- n system. Zook's Sarsa- -
SHOES FOR MEN, $2.00 TO $7.00 ;
SHOES FOR WOMEN $1.50 TO $6.00
SHOES FOR DOTS AND GIRLS, '
$1.00 TO $3.00 :
SHOES FOR BABIES $.50 TO $1.50
In the windows of Gerdes dry goods parilla Compound gives you strength
Btore will be continued during Mon-!an- d energy; besides it fortifies you
Every Woman
u interested ana ihoulo know
about the wonderful
MARVEL Whiriini SprayTHE WHITE HOUSE
SANTA FE'S UP-TO-DA- TE STORE.
NOTICE OUR WINDOWS NOTICE OUR WINDOWS
ih new vaginal syringe.Bestmost convenient, st
against sickness,
For ladies' wear see Sal-
mon.
A Fine Dance The dance given by
the Woman's Board of Trade la3t
night was a splendid success. The
attendance was good, the music by
Miss Gerrish's orchestra was much
enjoyed and everyone had a good
time. The dance began-.a- t 9 and end-
ed at 1 a. m.
Mrs. Retsch Case Judge Abbott
day. See ad on back page.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
The finest rooms In the city, having
electric light, steam heat and hatbs.
The European Hotel, centrally lo-
cated. State Progressive Headquar-
ter in the hotel.
AMERICAN LADY, MADAM LYRA
AND COSSARD CORSETS AT THE
WHITE HOUSE.
Made to Order There are no 111
fitting backs, jr uneven skirts on any
cleanses instantly j PFLUEGER'S jAsk tout drueelst for itIf he cannot supply thtf
MAR Vi.t accept no 0
out seed sump for illvistmted THE SHOE EXPERTS
book sealed. l! cives full particu
lars and directions (..valuable to ladleaTMatm CO.. 44 tail U t, I
